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Abstract

Particulate emissions from road transportation are known to have an ad-
verse impact on human health as well the environment. As the effects become
more palpable, stricter legislation have been proposed by regulating bodies.
This puts forward a challenge for the automotive industry to develop af-
ter treatment technologies to fulfil the progressively stricter legislation. At
present, the most common after-treatment technologies used for particulates
are the diesel and gasoline particulate filters. The typical size distribution of
the particles is such that the smallest particles in terms of size are in numbers
the largest, although they are not influencing the total particle mass signifi-
cantly. The most recent legislation have included restrictions on the particle
number as well as particle mass. In this thesis numerical tools for studying the
transport and interaction of particles in an exhaust flow are evaluated. The
specific application is particle agglomeration as a mean to reduce the number
of particles and manipulate the size distribution. As particles agglomerate
the particle number distribution is shifted and larger sized agglomerates of
particles are created reducing the number of ultra-fine particles. The particle
agglomeration is obtained by forcing sudden acceleration and deceleration of
the host gas carrying the particles by variations in the cross sectional areas
of the geometry it is passing through. Initially, a simplified one dimensional
model is utilized to assess the governing parameters of particle grouping.
Grouping here means that the particles form and are transported in groups,
thus increasing the probability for agglomeration. The lessons learned from
the 1D-model are also used to design the three dimensional geometry: an
axisymmetric corrugated pipe. Two different geometries are studied, they
both have the same main pipe diameter but different diameter on the corru-
gations. The purpose is to find the potential onset of flow instabilities and
the influence of 3D-effects such as recirculation on the agglomeration. The
CFD simulations are performed using DES methodology. First the simula-
tions are run without particles in a non pulsatile flow scenario. Later particles
are added to the setup in a one way coupled approach (no particle-particle
interaction). The main results were: 1) An additional criterion for grouping
to the ones given in previous work on the 1D model is proposed. It is found
that grouping is more likely if the combination of the pulse frequency and
geometric wavelength is large. Furthermore, smooth pulse forms (modelling
the modulation in the flow due to the geometry) yielded more grouping than
other more abrupt pulse shapes. However, idealised inlet pulses underesti-
mate the extent of grouping compared to actual engine pulses. 2) For the
geometry with larger maximum cross sectional area stronger flow separation
was observed along with higher turbulent kinetic energy. 3) Particles were
added in the flow field and a reduction in the particle count was observed in
the initial simulations for particles going from the first corrugated segment to
the last. Natural extensions of the present work would be to consider pulsatile
flow scenarios, particle-particle interaction and a polydisperse setup for the
particles.
Keywords: Multiphase flow, DES, particulate matter, exhaust after treat-
ment, particle agglomeration, Lagrangian particle tracking
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Sammanfattning

De negativa hälso- och miljö-effekterna av partikelutsläpp från transport-
sektorn är ett välkänt faktum. Allt eftersom dessa effekter blivit allt mer
uppenbara har lagstiftningen gradvis skärpts för att reducera utsläppen. Det-
ta leder till en utmaning för industrin att utveckla och investera i ny teknik.
Den vanligaste avgasbehandingstekniken för partiklar för tillfället är filter,
främst för dieselfordon men även alltmer för bensinmotorer. Båda motorty-
perna leder till en storleksfördelning på partiklarna där de som är överlägset
flest, de väldigt (ultra) små, inte bidrar nämnvärt till den totala massan av
partiklarna. Därför inkluderar lagstiftning nu också ett krav på totala antalet
partiklar som får släppas ut. I detta arbete utvärderas numeriska metoder och
verktyg för att kunna studera hur partiklar transporteras och interagerar i ett
typiskt avgasflöde. Den specifika tillämpningen är sammanslagning, agglome-
rering, av partiklar som ett sätt att minska det totala antalet partiklar och
påverka deras relativa storleksfördelning. Agglomereringen åstadkoms genom
att avgaserna periodiskt accelereras och bromsas in med hjälp av förändring-
ar i tvärsnittsarean på kanalen den färdas i. Först utvärderas konceptet och
vilka parametrar som är viktigast med hjälp av en förenklad endimensionell
modell som visar om partiklarna bildar grupperingar i det pulsande flödet.
Modellen inkluderar inte partikelinteraktion, men ansatsen är att om de bil-
dar grupperingar ökar sannolikheten att de skall agglomerera. Resultaten från
1D-studien ligger också till grund för designen av kanalen som används i näs-
ta del i arbetet där transienta flödessimuleringar (DES) i full 3D används.
Två korrigerade rör där grunddiametern är densamma men diametern på ex-
pansionerna varierar studerades. De är valda för att se möjliga instabiliteter
i flödesfältet samt 3D-effekters påverkan på partiklarna. Först studeras bara
flödesfältet (utan pulsationer vid inloppet) sen introduceras även partiklar.
Ãn så länge dock utan partikel-partikel-interaktion. De viktigaste resultaten i
arbetet kan sammanfattas som: 1) Den endimensionella modellen har uppda-
teras med ytterligare ett kriterium jämfört med tidigare arbeten. Med hjälp av
modellen kan man se att partiklarna bildar mer grupperingar om produkten
av pulsfrekvensen och den geometriska våglängden är stor. Vid utvärdering
av olika former på de periodiska expansionerna i geometrin visades att en
idealiserad vågform gav bäst resultat. Däremot underskattar en idealiserad
sinus-pulsform grupperingen jämfört med en riktig motorpulsation. 2) Geo-
metrin med större förändring i tvärsnittsarea hade betydligt mer separation
i flödet och högre nivåer av turbulent kinetisk energi 3) Man ser en reduk-
tion av antal partiklar längs kanalen redan i dessa inledande 3D-simuleringar.
Nästa steg i arbetet är att bygga på med pulserande inloppsflöde och olika
partikelstorlekar som även kan interagera med varandra.

Nyckelord: Multifasflöde, DES, partikelformigt material, avgasefterbehand-
ling, partikelagglomerering, Lagrangiell partikelspårning
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“I do believe in the horse. The automobile is no more than a transitory phe-
nomenon.” Attributed to Emperor Wilhelm II(1859-1941).

Automobiles have indeed superseded animals as a primary mode of transporta-
tion, since the aforementioned attributed quote. At the heart of automobiles lies
the internal combustion engine (ICE). An ICE can be thought of as an energy
conversion plant, where chemical energy from fuel is converted to heat energy in a
combustion chamber and eventually the heat energy is transformed into mechanical
energy by the motor (Merker et al. (2012)). The ICE can be broadly categorised
into a compression ignition (diesel) engine and a spark ignition (gasoline) engine.
In a spark ignition engine, a near homogeneous mixture of air and fuel is taken
in, compressed and ignited via a sparkplug (Merker et al. (2012)). In diesel en-
gines, on other hand the fuel air mixture ignites due to the high temperature of the
compressed air (see Field & Solie, 2007, p. 54). Pollutants in the form of hydrocar-
bons (HC), oxides of nitrogen (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO) and sulphur dioxide
(SO2) are formed and eventually emitted when using ICE. Production mechanisms
of these pollutants are discussed in the literature (see e.g. Sher (1998) and Heywood
(1988)). Depending upon the fuel-air mixture, type of engine and combustion strat-
egy a trade off can be obtained between the various pollutants. In the subsequent
sections, the adverse impact of these emissions are discussed. This is followed by
a discussion on the particulate matters. The technologies used to counteract these
emissions are presented, followed by the research objectives of this thesis.

1.1 Motivation

The American Heart Association (AHA) presented a scientific statement written
by Brook et al. (2010), highlighting the link between particulate matter and cardio-
vascular diseases. In their thorough review, a causal relationship between PM2.5
i.e. particulate matter with diameter less than 2.5µm, and cardiovascular diseases

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

emerged. Amongst the conclusions of their findings was that short term exposure
(order of hours and weeks) to PM2.5 may set off a cardiovascular disease. Long
term exposure (order of years) reduces life expectancy of the exposed population
by several months or few years. In a study conducted by Iannuzzi et al. (2010),
52 healthy children underwent an ultrasound carotid arterial examination. Their
results showed that children having a higher degree of exposure to traffic related
pollution had an increase in arterial stiffness. Maher et al. (2016) utilised mag-
netic analysis and electron microscopes to identify the presence of high-temperature
(combustion derived) magnetite nanoparticles inside human brain samples. These
magnetite nanoparticles have shown a causal link to ageing (Dobson (2002)) and
Alzheimer’s disease (Pankhurst et al. (2008)). Ibald-Mulli et al. (2004) documented
results of six epidemiologic studies (Peters et al. (1997), Pekkanen et al. (1997), Ti-
ittanen et al. (1999), Penttinen et al. (2001), Osunsanya et al. (2001) and Pekkanen
& Timonen (2000)) conducted on the health effect of ultrafine particles i.e. parti-
cles with diameter size less than 0.1µm. Patients with chronic pulmonary diseases
had their peak expiratory flow along with their respiratory symptoms recorded on
a daily basis. Higher exposure to ultrafine particles resulted in a decrease in peak
expiratory flow and exacerbation of symptoms. Sydbom et al. (2001) provide a
review of epidemiological studies looking at the effect of health due to exposure to
diesel exhaust emissions. Particles with diameters less than 5µm manage to reach
the alveolated region and are deposited there (Clarke & Pavia (1984)). Ultrafine
particles are able to penetrate through the vascular walls and enter the bloodstream
(Sydbom et al. (2001)). Rudell et al. (1990, 1996) carried out tests on human sub-
jects exposed to diesel particulate emissions. The exposure resulted in increased
airway resistance and inflammations for their volunteers. Sagai et al. (1993) con-
ducted an in vivo study, observing the toxicity effects of diesel exhaust particles
on mice. The mice were intratracheally instilled with the exhaust particles and
this resulted in a high mortality along with a significant amount of lung damage.
Studies assessing the health risks associated with inhaling gasoline and diesel ex-
haust particles on humans and various animals such as dogs, hamsters, cats and
rats have been extensively chronicled in Mauderly (1994). Honour et al. (2009) con-
ducted extensive experiments and catalogued the effects of diesel exhaust emissions
on plants. The study considered the long term effects of pollution exposure on 12
herbaceous species. A small inhibition or stimulation of growth was observed in
certain species due to the exposure to pollutants. Younger plants showed a stronger
negative growth as compared to more mature plants. Exposed plant species exhib-
ited premature leaf senescence. The exhaust gases also contributed towards the
postponement of flowering in different species. Potentially detrimental changes to
leaf surface characteristics were also observed. A similar study highlighting the
impact of long term of exposure to vehicle emissions on plants was also carried out
by Bell et al. (2011). Their findings also showed that exposure to vehicle emissions
affected the growth rate of the plant species considered along with their leaf surface
characteristics. Bernhardt-Römermann et al. (2006) considered the effect of traffic-
born pollution from motorways on surrounding forests. One of the conclusions from
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CO HC NOx PM PN
(g/kWh) (g/kWh) (g/kWh) (g/kWh) (#/kWh)

Euro I 4.5 1.1 8.0 0.61
(1992)
Euro II 4 1.1 7.0 0.15
(1996)
Euro III 2.1 0.66 5.0 0.13
(2000)
Euro IV 1.5 0.46 3.5 0.02
(2005)
Euro V 1.5 0.46 2.0 0.02
(2008)
Euro VI 1.5 0.13 0.4 0.01 8× 1011

(2013)

Table 1.1: Summary of emission standards of European Union for heavy-duty ve-
hicles. Adopted from Reştoğlu et al. (2015) and Guan et al. (2015).

their study was that the motorway has an impact on the vegetation pattern in the
surrounding forests. Vegetation is affected by the deposition of nitrogen coming up
as a result of the combustion of fuel. Clearly, the aforementioned studies indicate
that vehicle emissions adversely impact flora and fauna. The harmful effects of
these emissions are further intensified by particles of small dimensions as a result of
which they have a longer residence time in air (Esmen & Corn (1967)). One of the
most apparent effect of air pollution is the reduction in air transparency leading to
smog (Merkisz & Pielecha (2015)). This impairment in visibility comes about as
a result of the way in which airborne particles absorb and scatter light (QUARG
(1996)). According to Galloway et al. (1978), oxides of nitrogen and sulphur dioxide
are the main contributors towards acid rain. The ecological impact of acid rain is
covered in Singh & Agrawal (2008). Acid rain not only effects aquatic systems and
vegetation, it also damage buildings (Okochi et al. (2000)). Enhanced greenhouse
effect due to human activities is leading to climate change (Jain (1993)). Vehicle
emissions can be classified as one of the leading aforementioned human activities.
The mass awareness of the destructive impact of vehicle emissions on its surround-
ings has resulted in government bodies enacting aggressive legislation to minimise
particulate emissions from automobiles.

Table (1.1) and Table (1.2) show examples of the euro standard legislation over
the years for heavy duty vehicles (Adopted from Reştoğlu et al. (2015) and Guan
et al. (2015)) and light duty commercial vehicles (for gasoline engines) (DieselNet
(2018)). The acronym PM and PN in Table (1.1) and (1.2) stands for particu-
late mass and particulate number respectively. They will described in the coming
section. Clearly, for each subsequent standard the requirement for particulate emis-
sion has become progressively stricter. Additionally, in the latest standards control
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CO HC HC +NOx NOx PM PN
(g/km) (g/km) (g/km) (g/km) (g/km) (#/km)

Euro I 5.17 1.4
(1994)
Euro II 4 0.65
(1998)
Euro III 4.17 0.25 0.18
(2001)
Euro IV 1.81 0.13 0.10
(2006)
Euro V 1.81 0.13 0.075 0.005
(2010)
Euro VI 1.81 0.13 0.075 0.005 6× 1011

(2015)

Table 1.2: Summary of emission standards of European Union for light-duty com-
mercial vehicles with gasoline engines (DieselNet (2018)).

of PN values along with the PM values carries significance. In order to fulfil the
standards proposed by governing bodies effective technological measures need to be
undertaken for reducing emissions. The mechanisms responsible for the formation
of the particulate matter and knowledge of typical size distributions of the partic-
ulate matter are pivotal for designing efficient exhaust after treatment devices.

1.2 Particulate Matter

The proceeding discussion in this section is based on the presentation provided by
Merkisz & Pielecha (2015). Strictly speaking ICE exhaust particulate matter is dif-
ficult to define precisely as their dimensions and shape are not fixed. Furthermore,
they consist of an inhomogeneous mixture of chemical compounds. The physical
characteristics of a particulate matter are influenced by the temperature as well as
location within the system in which they generated. Solid particulate matter can be
further classified into soluble organic fraction and insoluble organic fraction. The
insoluble organic fraction consists of carbon, sulphates, nitrates and metals. The
combination of the particulate matter and host gas form a polydisperse system,
consisting of particles with different dimensions, shape and composition. Individu-
ally occurring particulates will aggregate, leading to the formation of agglomerates.
These agglomerates possess physical properties and chemical composition different
from those of an individual particulate.

Kittelson (1998) provides information with regards to typical size distribution
of particles emitted in diesel engines. These emitted particles can be classified into
three categories by size. The smallest particle size range is the nuclei mode. It
consists of particles with diameter size range of 0.005− 0.05µm. They are formed
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during the cooling and dilution of the exhaust gases (Kittelson (1998)). The second
category is the accumulation mode. It contains particles with diameter size range
of 0.1 − 0.3µm. They result due to the coagulation of the nuclei mode particles
(Kittelson (1998)). Lastly, the largest particle size range is known as the coarse
mode. It has within it particles with diameter size range of the order of a micron or
more. Particles from the accumulation mode which are deposited on the surfaces of
the exhaust system and are later reentrained constitute the coarse mode (Kittelson
(1998)). In order to prescribe diameters to non spherical particles certain charac-
teristic diameters have been defined such as the aerodynamic diameter (Colbeck
& Lazaridis (2014)). The relationship between the number of solid particles (PN)
and their diameter D can be used to characterise some basic numerical parameters
for the solid particles (in the i-th measuring range of diameters) as follows:

PN =
∫ ∞

0
PN(D)dD ≈

∑
i

PNi, (zero order moment) (1.1)

D = 1
PN

∫ ∞
0

DPN(D)dD ≈ 1
PN

∑
i

DiPNi, (first order moment) (1.2)

A =
∫ ∞

0
πD2PN(D)dD ≈

∑
i

πD2
i PNi, (second order moment) (1.3)

V =
∫ ∞

0

π

6D
3PN(D)dD ≈

∑
i

π

6D
3
i PNi, (third order moment) (1.4)

PM =
∫ ∞

0
ρ
π

6D
3PN(D)dD ≈

∑
i

ρ
π

6D
3
i PNi, (1.5)

where A, V and PM stand for the particle surface area, volume and particle mass
respectively. The largest contribution to the particle number comes from the nuclei
mode (Kittelson (1998)). On the other hand most of the particle mass lies within
the accumulation mode (Kittelson (1998)). The important mechanisms governing
the change in physical properties of solid particles are given in Table (1.3) (Merkisz
& Pielecha (2015)). Soot formation is promoted in fuel rich mixtures. Due to the
nature of the fuel and its ignition temperature, soot formation is higher in diesel
as compared to gasoline engines (Merkisz & Pielecha (2015)). Soot formation is
influenced by the type of fuel, the fuel injection, the combustion pressure and the
shape of the combustion chamber (Merkisz & Pielecha (2015)). For diesel engines
the starting mechanism for soot formation is pyrolysis (Mohankumar & Senthilku-
mar (2017)). This results in the thermal decomposition of fuel molecules. After
pyrolysis, particles around the size of 2nm are formed via nucleation (Mohankumar
& Senthilkumar (2017)). This is followed by the surface growth of these particles.
Since the initial particles are extremely small in size, the effects of Brownian motion
are significant. The Brownian motion results in the particles frequently colliding
with one another and the resulting interparticle collisions leads to the formation
of a small number of larger particles (Merkisz & Pielecha (2015)). This process is
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Mechanism Parameter Change Location
Nucleation Particle Number engine combustion chamber
Agglomeration/Coagulation Particle surface area engine exhaust system
Diffusion/penetration change in particle mass engine exhaust system

Table 1.3: Physical mechanisms responsible for governing change in properties of
the particle (Adopted from Merkisz & Pielecha (2015)).

called agglomeration. Agglomeration may change the number and size distribution
of the particles (Merkisz & Pielecha (2015)). Furthermore, due to the presence of
concentration gradients, diffusion mechanisms may alter the particle mass (Merkisz
& Pielecha (2015)). As the temperature of the exhaust gas is cooled condensation
will occur leading to an increase of the particle mass (Merkisz & Pielecha (2015)).
In Gasoline Direct Injection (GDI) engines similar processes as in the case of diesel
engines are observed in the formation of soot i.e. nucleation, surface growth and
agglomeration (Sharma & Agarwal (2018)). Furthermore, it has been reported in
Hall & Dickens (1999) that the distribution of particulate matter emitted by GDI
is more than that expected by typical gasoline engines and it is close to that found
in diesel engines.

1.3 Existing Technologies

Exhaust after treatment systems have been developed over the years to meet the
requirements set for exhaust emission by automobiles. Recent developments in
after treatment technologies have been summarised in reviews such as Reştoğlu
et al. (2015), Guan et al. (2015) and Mohankumar & Senthilkumar (2017). Pre-
combustion after treatment technologies have been reviewed in Mohankumar &
Senthilkumar (2017). They can be further categorised as fuel modifications and
in cylinder modifications. Fuel modifications include the usage of alternative fuels
such as biodiesel (see e.g. Su et al. (2013)). Another precombustion exhaust emis-
sions control approach would be to consider the injection pressure (see e.g. Aalam
et al. (2016)).

There are various post combustion after treatment technologies as well. Diesel
oxidation catalyst(DOC) is a filter less system that improves the catalyst activ-
ity under lean conditions i.e. high amount of air in the fuel-air mixture (Guan
et al. (2015)). DOC consist of a monolith honeycomb structure, with a metal oxide
mixture applied on it (Reştoğlu et al. (2015)). One of the primary function of a
DOC is to oxidise hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide emissions and in turn reduce
emissions coming from the engine (Guan et al. (2015)). Important properties of
the DOC to consider are the light-off temperature (temperature at which the re-
action commences in the catalyst), temperature stability and conversion efficiency
(Reştoğlu et al. (2015)). DPF can be described as ceramic honeycomb structure
monoliths with channels blocked at every other end (Reştoğlu et al. (2015)). The
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gas flow through the open cells located on the upstream side and permeate through
the porous substrate walls of the adjacent cells (Mohankumar & Senthilkumar
(2017)). On the downstream side gas which entered through an open cell will go
through a porous wall before entering the atmosphere (Mohankumar & Senthilku-
mar (2017)). The collection mechanisms of the particles inside the filter include
diffusion, interception, inertial impaction and sieving. As described in Merkisz &
Pielecha (2015) diffusion is the scenario in which the particles are small enough
that Brownian motion significantly affects the motion of these particles and they
are captured on contact with the surface of a filter medium fibre. Interception oc-
curs for particles large enough to not be influenced by Brownian motion but small
enough that they follow the host gas. In such a case they get retained as the flow
hits the surface of a filter medium fibre. Inertial impaction is relevant for particles
large enough to have significant inertia to deviate from the flow streamlines and
are held by any impediment encountered in their path. Finally, sieving is relevant
for particles larger than the individual fibres, but are smaller than the gap between
fibres. Important characteristics that should be accounted for in DPFs include:
high filtration efficiency(> 90%), low pressure drop, thermal and chemical stability,
high soot loading capacity, compatibility with regeneration methods, no production
of secondary by-products, long life, small size and low cost (Guan et al. (2015)).
Engine backpressure due to the presence of the DPF has an impact on the fuel
economy of the engine (Guan et al. (2015)). In order to have an optimal pressure
drop certain design parameters need to be considered such as the physical dimen-
sions of the filter, its microstructure and cell geometry (Guan et al. (2015)). Cell
geometries have been studied in order to obtain a reasonable pressure drop (see
e.g. Heibel & Bhargava (2007), Briot et al. (2007) and Nakamura et al. (2014)).
Important parameters influencing the filter efficiency include: pore diameter, wall
thickness, cell density and filter volumetric capacity (Guan et al. (2015)). As ex-
haust gases pass through the filter walls more and more soot is loaded on to the
filter. Once the filter becomes oversaturated with soot particulates, it hinders the
passageway for the gas flow leading to high pressure drop across the filter, which
in turn adversely impacts the engine performance (Guan et al. (2015)). Therefore,
DPFs require a regeneration mechanism which burns off the deposited or trapped
particulate matter. The regeneration mechanisms can be done either by a passive
approach or alternatively by an active approach. Active approaches consist of mon-
itoring devices for the particulate matter build up within the DPF (Mohankumar
& Senthilkumar (2017)). Once triggered the particulate matter is removed via oxi-
dation at high temperatures(≥ 550℃) (Reştoğlu et al. (2015)). Active regeneration
is periodically applied to the DPF and the heat required for the oxidation of the
particulate matter comes from either a flame burner or an electric heater placed
outside the DPF (Reştoğlu et al. (2015)). The downside of an active approach is
the high regeneration temperatures and the additional heat source which adds to
the cost and complexity of the entire system (Reştoğlu et al. (2015)). Alternatively,
passive approaches can be utilised. Passive approaches make use of catalysts in or-
der to lower the temperatures required to oxidise soot at within the typical range
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of the exhaust gas (Mohankumar & Senthilkumar (2017)). The catalyst can be an
additive inside the fuel. Another approach makes use of the DOC placed upstream
of an uncatalyzed DPF. The NO2 released from the DOC is used as an oxidising
agent for the soot particles deposited in the DPF (Guan et al. (2015)). This is the
basis of the so called continuously regenerating trap(CRT). The DOC upstream is
not required if the catalyst is coated on the surface of the filter substrate. Such
DPFs are called catalyzed DPF(CDPF). Similar to the DPF technology, gasoline
particulate filters (GPF) are deployed for gasoline engines. The working principle
of GPF is the same as that of a DPF. The scope of this study is not extended to
curtailing NOx emissions. For the sake of completeness however interested readers
can refer to (Merker et al. (2012)) for a brief description of the after treatment
components that deal with NOx. Other novel technologies are being investigated
as viable after treatment approaches such as the non-thermal plasma reactor (Chae
(2003)). A recent approach was proposed and utilised by Katoshevski et al. (2010)
and Ruzal-Mendelevich et al. (2016), which relies on the concept of particle agglom-
eration to improve the efficiency of DPFs. In this study, this concept is investigated
further by utilising numerical experiments.

1.4 Research Objectives

The goal of this work is to understand how particles transport and evolves in the
exhaust line. A numerical approach is undertaken in this study. Simplified 1D as
well as 3D modelling is considered. For the 3D modelling, the commercial solver
StarCCM+ is utilised. In the 3D modelling a Detached Eddy Simulation(DES)
is used to resolve the flow field and a Lagrangian point force approach is applied
to simulate the dynamics of the particles. The approaches selected are such that
an appropriate balance between numerical accuracy and computational overhead is
maintained. Hence, making it suitable to be used within industry. As an application
example an aftertreatment device for an ICE is considered which makes use of an
agglomeration concept. The concept is based upon shifting the particle number
distribution of diesel particulate matter by means of particle agglomeration. The
host gas is modulated by changing the cross sectional area of the geometry through
which it passes. The successive acceleration and deceleration is used as a means
to agglomerate the soot particles, thereby shifting some particles from the nuclei
mode to the accumulation mode. The main tasks and objectives are:

i) The flow features without particles need to be understood. Instability mech-
anisms triggered in the flow due to changes in geometrical parameters need
to be characterised. Non pulsatile flows will be considered followed by a pul-
satile flow scenario. Particles are then added. The size of the particles is small
enough to assume that they follow the streamlines of the carrier fluid. There-
fore, the affect of the earlier understood flow features on the distribution of the
particles will be investigated. Monodisperse and polydisperse scenarios will be
considered.
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ii) The one dimensional model proposed by Katoshevski et al. (2005) is considered
firstly. Initially, a parameter analysis is performed in order to analyse the op-
timal choice of parameters which promote particle grouping. This is followed
by an examination of the effects of pulse forms on particle grouping. Addi-
tionally, a comparison of the idealised sine pulse modelling the time dependent
pulsations and the actual engine pulsations is performed.

iii) Perform Computational Fluid Dynamics(CFD) analysis on corrugated geome-
tries with non pulsatile and incompressible flow. Utilise the earlier obtained
results from the one dimensional model to choose optimal parameters for the
geometry. Complete a mesh resolution study to obtain the appropriate mesh
size to use for the unsteady approach. Consider the effects of increasing the
maximum cross sectional area of the geometry. Identify the main differences
in the flow variables (mean streamwise velocity and mean turbulent kinetic
energy of velocity fluctuations).

iv) Perform an initial study considering a monodisperse scenario of solid spher-
ical particles inside the flow. Consider the effect of flow modulation in the
corrugated geometry on the particles using a one-way coupling approach. In
this analysis particle-particle interactions have been neglected. Examine the
change in particle count sampled in the plane entering the corrugated section
and the plane at the exit of the corrugated sections.





Chapter 2

1D modelling

In this chapter firstly the theoretical background behind the simple 1D model
utilised for studying particles will be explained. This will be followed by a pre-
sentation of results based on the parameter studies performed using this model.

2.1 Agglomeration Concept

The typical particle size distribution found inside diesel and gasoline engines was
mentioned in the previous chapter. A manipulation of the hydrodynamic field car-
rying these particles could induce particle interaction. If the particles are brought
sufficiently close to one another inter-molecular attractive forces could be triggered.
Particles would agglomerate leading to a shift in the size distribution. By agglom-
erating the ultrafine particulate emissions into significantly larger particles, the
efficiency in particle filtration is improved along with a reduction in the risk of par-
ticles entering the human respiratory tract. This concept was presented initially
by Katoshevski et al. (2005). The aforementioned hydrodynamic manipulation is
studied in a one dimensional setting. Particles are placed inside a pulsatile flow field
where particles experience an acceleration or deceleration depending upon their rel-
ative position inside the flow field. Ultimately, two stable groups are formed within
which particles are accumulated (Katoshevski et al. (2005, 2008)). Owing to the
particle accumulation these groups will have considerably higher particle number
relative to other locations inside the flow field. As the more and more particles
are accumulated within the stable groups, the likelihood of particles coagulating
with one another will increase, eventually leading to an increase in particle size
Katoshevski & Seinfeld (1997).

A simplified physical picture of the pipe geometry leading to the correspond-
ing flow field is shown in Fig.(2.1). In this figure a pulsatile flow is entering the
corrugated pipe from the inlet. The constant diverging and converging segments
have a periodic length of λ m. The corresponding 1D setup, which can be seen
as particles moving across the centerline of this channel is also represented in this

11
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OutletInlet

λ

time

velocity

Initial 1d setup

t = t0

Grouping

t = t0 + ng∆t ng ∈ N

Grouping

t = t0 +mg∆t mg ∈ N
mg > ng

Non-Grouping

t = t0 + nng∆t nng ∈ N

Non-Grouping

t = t0 +mng∆t mng ∈ N
mng > nng

Figure 2.1: Schematic of the pipe geometry along with the 1D representation. The
combination of inflow pulse frequency and flow modulation due to variations in the
geometry can either lead to a grouping or a non-grouping scenario for the particles.
Adapted from Majal et al. (2018)

figure. Initially, the particles are placed within one constriction in an equidistant
manner. At proceeding time steps, the particle displacement is monitored along the
length of the pipe. Particles will separate into two stable groups, and will remain
within these groups for the subsequent time steps, in the grouping scenario. In
non-grouping scenarios the particles move independently and do not remain within
any particle group or cluster. Unfortunately, in this simplified approach 3D effects
due to the geometry will not be captured. In Fig.(2.1), recirculation zones can be
seen inside each diverging sections of the pipe and the impact of having such fea-
tures inside the flow field on particle agglomeration will not be considered within
the 1D model.

2.2 Theoretical Description

We start with assuming a laminar and incompressible 1D gas flow velocity field
given by the equation(Katoshevski et al. (2005)):

vg(x, t) = Va − Vb sin(κx− ωt). (2.1)

The gas velocity field at time t and location x is denoted by vg = vg(x, t). The
velocity field consists of a mean part Va as well as an oscillatory part, given as a
sinusoidal pulse. The amplitude of the oscillations of the gas velocity field is given
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by Vb with angular velocity and wavenumber ω and κ. The time period of the flow
field is given by T = 2π/ω. The wavelength λ = 2π/κ, is defined as the length
between successive areas of maximal cross sectional area. On the other hand the
angular velocity ω is defined using the frequency f = 1/T of the pulsations coming
from the engine. The phase velocity is given as Vw = ω/κ. Eq.(2.1) is only an
approximation of the realistic 3D flow field with the assumption that the changes
in the radial and circumferential direction are much smaller than that in the axial
direction. By applying Newton’s second law, the equations governing the dynamics
of spherical particles in such a flow field are obtained:

1
6πd

3
pρp

dvp
dt

= F d + F i + Fh + Fm + F e. (2.2)

The variables dp, ρp and vp represent the particle diameter, density and dimensional
velocity. On the right hand side of the equation are the corresponding force terms.
F d is the drag force, F i is the pressure gradient force, Fh is the history force, Fm
is the added mass force and F e is the external force. The first force term accounts
for the viscous effects of the flow field (Rudinger (1980)). The second force term
takes into account the effect of the acceleration of the host gas on the particle
(Crowe et al. (1998)). The third force term encapsulates the force due to the
lagging of boundary layer development with changing relative velocity of particles
moving through the fluid (Crowe et al. (1998)). The fourth term represents the
effect of particle acceleration on the host gas (Marshall & Li (2014)). The final
term represents external forces e.g gravity. A detailed derivation of Eq.(2.2) can
be found in Maxey & Riley (1983). Particle rotations are not being considered so
lift forces have been neglected. For particles around the nuclei mode,the density
ρp ∼ 1000kg/m3 (Virtanen et al. (2002)). This would mean ρp � ρg, where ρg is
the host gas density. As a result Eq.(2.2) can be simplified and the history, added
mass, and inertial force term can be neglected. There is no external force assuming
that the Brownian motion can be neglected. The simplified equation governing the
dynamics of the particles can then be expressed as:

dvp
dt

= 1
τ

(vg − vp), (2.3)

where τ = ρpd
2
p

18µ is the particle relaxation time and µ is the dynamic viscosity of
the host gas. Assuming that ρp � ρg and that the frequency of the oscillatory flow
field is small Eq.(2.3) is a valid approximation of Eq.(2.2). The notion of small
frequencies can be made precise by looking at the analysis provided by Hjelmfelt
Jr. & Mockros (1966). They analysed the effect of three force terms in Eq.(2.2)
on the amplitude of particle oscillations in a flow field with an angular velocity ωg.
Given a density ratio of ρg/ρp = 10−3 they determined that the last three force
terms in Eq.(2.2) can be neglected provided

√
µ

ρgωgd2
p
> 8. For the case of a water

droplet of dp = 7µm they showed that with ρg/ρp = 10−3, the second, third and
fourth force terms from Eq.(2.2) can be neglected for frequencies up to 800Hz. An
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important non dimensional parameter to consider is the Stokes number (Stk) which
is the ratio between the particle relaxation time and the characteristic time scale of
the flow. The variables time, displacement and velocity are normalised as follows:

t∗ = ωt, (2.4)
x∗ = κx, (2.5)

v∗ = v/Vw, (2.6)

where v can be the gas velocity or the particle velocity. Eq.(2.3) can be presented
in its non dimensional form as (Katoshevski et al. (2005)):

dv∗p
dt

= 1
Stk

(v∗g − v∗p), (2.7)

where Stk = ρgωd
2
p

18µ and the quantities with superscript ∗ represent their non di-
mensional version respectively. The non dimensional velocity field of the host gas
in Eq.(2.7) is expressed as:

v∗g(x∗, t∗) = V ∗a − V ∗b sin(x∗ − t∗). (2.8)

The particle Reynolds number is defined as Rep = ρg|vp−vg|dp

µg
. For Stk � 1

and particle Reynolds number Rep < 1, Eq.(2.7) is valid (Crowe et al. (1998)). For
small sized particles Brownian motion need to be included in Eq.(2.7). Li & Ahmadi
(1993) modelled the Brownian force term as a white noise process. Furthermore,
in such a case the particle relaxation time is corrected by adding the Cunningham
correction Cc factor in the numerator of the term. The Cunningham correction
factor is defined as (Davies (1945)):

1 + 2lm
dp

(
1.257 + 0.4 exp

(
−1.1dp

2lm

))
, (2.9)

where lm is the mean free path. According to the scaling analysis presented by
Marshall & Li (2014), the ratio between the viscous drag force and the Brownian
force scale precisely with the particle Peclet number Pep as: O(Pep)−1/2. Thus,
the Brownian motion carries significance in the dynamics of particle motion for
Pep � 1. The particle Peclet number scales as follows: Pep = O

(
1

d∗pStkPeg

)
,

where d∗p is the non dimensional particle diameter, Stk is the Stokes number and
Peg is the fluid Peclet number. Denoting the characteristic length scale and velocity
scale by L and U , the particle diameter can be normalised with length scale L. Both
these scales can be used together to define the fluid Peclet number as:

Peg = UL

Db
, (2.10)
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Figure 2.2: Particle Peclet number Pep for different particle diameters dp.

where Db = kT
3πµdp

is the Brownian diffusion coefficient with k denoting the Boltz-
mann constant and T the temperature. By utilising this scaling analysis, the parti-
cle Peclet number Pep can be calculated for different sized particles using the char-
acteristic velocity and length scale associated with the problem. In Fig.(2.2) it can
be seen that Brownian motion can affect the dynamics of particles for dp ≤ 120nm.
However, the physical limits of the model at this point should be noted. For typical
temperature and pressure values downstream of the engine turbine, the mean free
path comes out to be 180nm. In this 1D approach, particles considerably larger
than the mean free path need to be considered in order to observe the continuum
assumption. In the 3D modelling of particles computational parcels containing
large amount of particles of the same characteristics will be considered. We now
proceed towards identifying the important parameters governing the grouping of
particles. The following discussion is based on the presentation provided in Kato-
shevski et al. (2005). By considering new dimensionless variables θ = x∗ − t∗ and
τ = t∗

√
V ∗b /Stk, Eq.(2.7) can be rewritten as:

θ′′ + αθ′ + sin θ = β, (2.11)

where the superscript ′ denotes the time derivative with respect to τ . The non
dimensional variables:

β = V ∗a − 1
V ∗b

, (2.12)

α = 1√
StkV ∗b

. (2.13)

The equilibrium point of Eq.(2.11) is denoted as θ∗∗. Equilibrium solutions are
defined as constant solutions of ordinary differential equations. From a mathemat-
ical perspective, if at initial time t = t0, the initial condition of the differential
equation is taken equivalent to the equilibrium point x = x∗∗, then x(t) = x∗∗ for
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Figure 2.3: Representation of the non dimensional gas velocity for different param-
eter constraints. Filled equilibrium points are stable and conversely the unfilled
equilibrium points are unstable. Adapted from Katoshevski et al. (2005)

all subsequent time (Strogatz (2001)). An equilibrium solution is considered stable
if small perturbations close to its location decay in time (Strogatz (2001)). If small
perturbations close to an equilibrium solution amplify in time, then it is consid-
ered an unstable equilibrium point (Strogatz (2001)). Consider particles located at
stable equilibrium points in the flow field. If they have an identical velocity as the
fluid elements at that location, these particles will continue to move with the fluid
element with the same velocity. Note that by definition at θ = θ∗∗, ẋ∗ = 1. We
consider looking for coordinates along the centerline for the fluid elements moving
with v∗g = 1. For the case |V ∗a − 1| > V ∗b , it can be verified from Eq.(2.8) that
v∗g 6= 1. On the other hand for the case |V ∗a − 1| < V ∗b , Eq.(2.8) does satisfy v∗g = 1.
The coordinates along the centerline corresponding to equilibrium solutions are:

x∗stable = arcsin(β) + 2πn+ t∗, n ∈ Z (2.14)
x∗unstable = π − arcsin(β) + t∗, n ∈ Z (2.15)

In Fig.( 2.3) the pictorial representation of all the different constraints of the non
dimensional gas velocity is shown. The sine wave represents the non dimensional
gas velocity, with mean part V ∗a given as the blue horizontal lines. The filled points
stable equilibrium points and the unfilled points are unstable. Eq.(2.14) can provide
the stable equilibrium points if |β| ≤ 1. The condition |β| ≤ 1, can be used as an
indicator for particle agglomeration. The non dimensional parameter β can also be
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Figure 2.4: Normalised particle displacement and velocity for grouping (top panel)
and non-grouping (bottom panel) scenarios. For grouping scenario β = 0.51 and
α = 10.741. For non-grouping scenario β = 0.766 and α = 13.1.

defined in terms of dimensional quantities:

β = Va − λf
Vb

. (2.16)

The β parameter represents the relative effect of the mean flow, the amplitude of
the oscillations and the frequency of the engine pulsations f . The α parameter
takes into account the effect of the size of the particles. A combination of both non
dimensional parameters α and β is needed in order to get a sufficient condition for
particle grouping (Katoshevski et al. (2005)). If the particles are located close to a
stable equilibrium point they shall move with the same velocity. This will result in
clusters of particles to be formed near stable equilibrium points (Katoshevski et al.
(2005)). This will be referred to as particle grouping.

On the other hand particles moving with different velocities will lead to particles
moving independently of one another. Such a scenario will be termed as non-
grouping. The necessary but insufficient particle grouping condition |β| < 1 is
given by the two constraints in the lower half of Fig.(2.3), showcasing two stable
equilibrium points. Particles initially placed within one wavelength λ will be have
their trajectories splitting up into one of two groups, corresponding to one of the
two stable equilibrium points, in the case of particle grouping. This will not be the
case for the non-grouping scenario. It should be noted thus far that no physical
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mechanism for coagulation is considered in Eq.(2.7). However, if the particles
remain close to one another the probability of coagulation would be high. In a
stationary wave model the host gas velocity field will be given as (Katoshevski &
Shakked(2010)):

vg(x, t) = Va − Vb(sin(ωt) cos(κx)). (2.17)

An analytic approach for determining equilibrium points for Eq.(2.17) is not straight-
forward. By numerically solving Eq.(2.17) it was again determined that for the case
of particle grouping the trajectories of particles split into one of two groups(Katoshevski
& Shakked(2010)). The stationary wave model can be deemed suitable to approxi-
mate the velocity field inside the corrugated pipe depicted in Fig.(2.1). If the flow
field is frozen in time the maximal and minimal values will be found in fixed lo-
cations. As the flow field is incompressible the velocity field varies depending on
the varying cross sectional area. One of the drawbacks of Eq.(2.17) is that when
the sine pulse goes to zero the effect of the particle position on the particle ve-
locity is not taken into account. An alternative model equation was proposed by
(Katoshevski et al.(2010)):

vg(x, t) = Va − Vb((sin(ωt) + C) cos(κx)), (2.18)

where C is a positive constant. This term is added in order to prevent the sine term
from cancelling the cosine term. However, an extra term VbC is included in this
formulation which gives rise to negative velocity in certain cases. In our parameter
study we have modified these equations as:

vg(x, t) = Va − Vb(sin(ωt+ φ) cos(κx)), (2.19)

where φ is a phase shift. There is no negative velocity in this formulation. The
phase shift helps rectify the problem in Eq.(2.17) but only for the initial time
instance. Thus, the equations would approximate the behaviour of a geometry
alternating between periodic constrictions followed by some uniform cross sectional
area. Nevertheless, for this simplified model it seems an acceptable compromise.
An additional grouping criterion based on the particle velocity vp is considered for
the gas velocity field given by Eq.(2.19). This criterion is expounded upon in the
next section.

Fig.(2.4) shows the normalised particle trajectories and velocity for grouping
and non-grouping scenarios. The particle displacement has been normalised using
the wavelength λ and the particle velocity vp is normalised using the phase velocity
Vw. The upper panel in Fig.(2.4) represents particle grouping whereas the lower
panel in Fig.(2.4) represents non-grouping. In grouping, the particle trajectories
clearly split into two groups and remain within those two groups for the subsequent
time. The particle velocities collapse on top of each other in such a scenario. In the
case of non-grouping particle trajectories might come close to another for a short
amount of time but then move apart. They are not bound to any group. Assuming
a pipe length of 1m, it is important to monitor whether particle grouping is achieved
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within this distance. The value of λ = 0.1m for the cases presented in Fig.(2.4),
so the particles grouping phenomenon should happen within a non dimensional
distance of 10.

2.3 Results

In this section the results of various parameter studies are presented. The effect of
wavelength λ of the geometry and frequency of pulsations f field due to variations
in the cross sectional area. coming from the engine is tested. This is followed by
looking at the effect of changing the pulse forms modelling the oscillations in the
velocity Comparisons of the results obtained using idealised sine pulse modelling the
pulsatile flow coming from the engine and the actual engine pulses is also made. The
complete non dimensional equation to be solved numerically is obtained by plugging
in the non dimensional form of Eq.(2.19) into Eq.(2.7). The obtained ordinary
differential equation is solved using a Runge-Kutta method. The choices of Va and
Vb are such that Va ≥ Vb (positive flow field), Va + Vb ≤ 80m/s (incompressibility)
and |β| ≤ 1. This fixes a specific range of values of Va and Vb that could be utilised
for a corresponding choice of λ and f . Unless stated otherwise the choice of the
Stokes number will be fixed Stk = 0.01. All these constraints ensure that |β| ≤ 1
and α > 1, both of which are criteria utilised for characterising particle grouping
by Katoshevski et al. (2005). In the numerical experiments an additional criterion
has been utilised since the model equations are different. The additional criterion
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Figure 2.5: Grouping spots obtained for different λf combinations for Stk =
0.01 and |β| ≤ 1. Overall twelve cases were considered with f ∈
{50Hz, 120Hz, 173.33Hz} and λ ∈ {0.06m, 0.08m, 0.1m, 0.12m}.
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utilised is given by: √√√√n−1∑
i=1

(
v

(i)
p − v(i+1)

p

)2
< 1, (2.20)

where v(i)
p is the particle velocity of the i’th particle, where n is the total number

of particles being considered in the numerical experiments. In order to make sure
that this criterion is satisfied globally rather than locally, it is checked at multi-
ple stations while monitoring the particle trajectories. The overall length of the
pipe is assumed to be 1m. For a practical application it would make sense to only
monitor if particle grouping occurs within a maximum displacement of 1m. Two
different pulse contributions can be seen in Eq.(2.19). The sinusoidal pulses cor-
respond to the pulsations from the engine and the cosine pulses correspond to the
pulses due to the variation in the geometry. By definition, for the particle velocity
is influenced by the individual contribution of the two pulse forms. In order for the
particles to truly separate into two groups, and stay within them for subsequent
time steps, there needs to be some synchronisation between the two different pulse
forms (see Majal et al. (2018)). Initially, the particles are placed within one wave-
length in an equidistant manner. The initial velocity is chosen such that the initial
acceleration is zero. For ease of visualisation the maximum number of particles
simulated is nine. In the initial parameter studies multiple combinations of λ and
f are chosen and the particle grouping spots associated for all these values are
determined. Twelve cases were considered with f ∈ {50Hz, 120Hz, 173.33Hz} and
λ ∈ {0.06m, 0.08m, 0.1m, 0.12m}. The grouping spots can be seen in Fig.(2.5).
The y-axis denotes the normalised amplitude of oscillations and the x-axis denotes
the difference between the normalised mean velocity and the normalised phase ve-
locity. The maximum number of grouping spots were obtained for the largest λf
values. From a physical point of view larger λ and f would mean more pulses
through a single constriction leading to a higher chance of grouping. As the |β| ≤ 1
constraint does not enforce pulse synchronicity automatically in this case, which
considers Eq.(2.19), there were non-grouping cases found despite this constraint
being enforced. Secondly, the same of set of parameter studies were repeated us-
ing different functions modelling the effect of oscillations due to variations in the
cross sectional areas of the geometry. The cosine term in Eq.(2.19) is now replaced
by analytic expressions representing various pulse forms. In this way the effect of
utilising a different shaped geometry for the pipe, causing sudden acceleration and
deceleration in the flow field, on the particle agglomeration is approximated. The
precise form of the pulse shapes can be seen in Fig.(2.6). The total percentage of
grouping spots obtained for each type of pulse form is tabulated. These results are
presented in Table (2.1) and the parameter studies from the cosine pulses yielded
the highest percentage of grouping points. Geometries yielding smoothest varia-
tions in the flow field tend to give better possibilities of agglomeration, according
to this analysis. Finally, the effect of utilising a sine pulse to model the pulsatile
oscillations coming from the engine in Eq.(2.19) is also analysed. The sine pulse
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Figure 2.6: Pulse forms

Pulse shape % of grouping points
Cosine 19.45
Triangle 14.15
Square 15.47
Sawtooth 14.72
Reverse Sawtooth 15.62

Table 2.1: Grouping spots obtained for
various pulse forms

is replaced with a scaled version of an actual engine pulse given in Fig.(2.7). The
actual form of the pulse is approximated using fourier series expansion and it is
then plugged in to Eq.(2.19). The scaling of the pulses is done such that they cor-
respond to particular values of Va and Vb. The Stokes number is increased to see
which case provides non-grouping first the sine pulses or the actual engine pulses.
It should be noted that the cosine pulses are still being used to model pulsations
in the flow field due to variations in the cross sectional area of the geometry. The
results obtained for Stk = 0.6 are shown in Fig.(2.8). The upper panel of Fig.(2.8)
shows the normalised particle displacement and velocity using actual engine pulses
at Stk = 0.6. Based on the criteria specified in the beginning of this section a
grouping phenomenon is observed using actual engine pulses.

Figure 2.7: Normalised version of a scaled engine pulse.

The value of λ = 0.1m, so grouping is seen well within the maximum length of
the pipe(1m). On the other hand while using the sine pulses non-grouping is ob-
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Figure 2.8: Normalised particle displacement and velocity for idealised sine pulses
(lower panel) and actual engine pulses (upper panel) at Stk = 0.6, β = 0.59 and
α = 0.9.

served at Stk = 0.6. This would mean that the idealised sine pulses underestimate
the likelihood of grouping compared to actual engine pulsations.



Chapter 3

Computational Fluid Dynamics

In this chapter the governing equations of fluid flow motion are presented. This is
followed by a brief discussion on modelling approaches for turbulence and particles
immersed in fluids.

3.1 Governing equations

The primary assumptions in our setup is that the fluid is continuous, Newtonian
and incompressible. A Newtonian fluid is one for which a linear relationship exists
for fluid shear stress and the velocity gradient tensor (Kundu et al. (2012)). An
incompressible fluid is one in which the density of the fluid remains unaffected by
the variations in pressure (Batchelor (2002)). Furthermore, the fluid is treated as
a continuum i.e. the fluid properties of interest such as density for example can be
considered uniform within a fluid element. Under, these assumptions the incom-
pressible Navier-Stokes equations govern the motion of the fluid. Interested readers
may find the detailed derivation of these equations in the literature (e.g. Kundu
et al. (2012) and Batchelor (2002)). The incompressible Navier-Stokes equation are
presented below in Einstein index notation:

∂ui
∂xi

= 0, (3.1)

ρ

(
∂ui
∂t

+ uj
∂ui
∂xj

)
= − ∂p

∂xi
+ ∂τij
∂xj

+ fi, (3.2)

where the vectors xi, ui and fi represent position based on Cartesian coordinates,
velocity components, and body forces(if present), respectively. The scalar quan-
tities ρ, p and t are used to represent the fluid density, static pressure and time,
respectively. The equation is written in Cartesian coordinates for i = 1, 2 and 3.
The term τij denotes the shear stress tensor. From a physical point of view Eq.(3.1)
and Eq.(3.2) represent the conservation of mass and momentum for a fluid. For
Newtonian fluids one can relate the shear stress with the symmetric component of

23
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the velocity gradient tensor, known as the strain rate Sij . By applying the Stokes
assumption the relationship obtained specifically for incompressible flows is (Kundu
et al. (2012)):

τij = 2µSij , (3.3)

where µ is the dynamic viscosity and the strain rate tensor Sij = 1
2

(
∂ui

∂xj
+ ∂uj

∂xi

)
.

The dynamic viscosity is function of temperature and it can be expressed using
Sutherland’s law:

µ

µref
=
(
Tref + S

T + S

)(
T

Tref

) 3
2

, (3.4)

where S = 111K is the Sutherland’s constant. The reference values for temperature
and viscosity are Tref = 273.15K and µref = 1.716 × 10−5kg/ms This gives us
four unknowns(pressure and three velocity components) and four equations. In
order for a set of partial differential equations to be well-posed suitable initial
and boundary conditions need to be assigned (Anderson Jr. (1995)). Even with
appropriate initial and boundary conditions the Navier-Stokes equations can only
be solved analytically for extremely simplified cases.

3.2 Turbulence Modelling

For a wide variety of industrial applications involving fluid dynamics a turbulent
flow field scenario has to be analysed. Turbulence has some inherent characteris-
tics which include: irregular fluctuations, non-linearity and vorticity (Kundu et al.
(2012)). According to Pope (2000), turbulence greatly enhances the mixing and
transport of momentum, mass and heat, when compared with laminar flow sce-
nario. Turbulent flows occur once the inertial forces become significantly larger than
the viscous forces. An important non-dimensional parameter called the Reynolds
number reflects the relative strength of these two forces in its definition:

Re = uL

ν
. (3.5)

The numerator consisting of the velocity scale u and length scale L characterises
the strength of the inertial forces. The denominator consisting of the kinematic
viscosity ν = µ/ρ represents the viscous forces. Thus for Re � 1 one can expect
the inertial forces to be dominant enough to lead either to a transition towards
turbulence or a fully turbulent flow scenario. We will now turn our attention
towards the important concepts of energy cascade and Kolomogorov hypotheses.
The proceeding discussion will follow the presentation provided by Pope (2000).

Richardson (1922) presented the idea of an energy cascade in turbulent flows.
Denote the characteristic length and velocity scale, corresponding to a Reynolds
number Re � 1 , by L and U . Richardson conceptualised turbulent flow phe-
nomenon as a collection of eddies, which are varying in size. An eddy, as defined
by Pope (2000), is fairly coherent turbulent motion locally found within a spatial
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region. The largest eddies found in the turbulent flow would have a characteristic
length and velocity scale similar to the aforementioned characteristic length and
velocity scale L and U . The Reynolds number of the largest eddies are also roughly
the same as the aforementioned Reynolds number Re. Thus, viscous effects are in-
significant. Richardson posited that the large eddies are unstable. They eventually
break down and transfer their energy to smaller eddies. The smaller eddies further
break down and transfer their energy to even smaller eddies. In this fashion energy
is transferred from the large eddies to the smaller eddies in the form of an energy
cascade. At a certain point the size of the eddies become small enough that the
Reynolds number corresponding to the eddy is extremely small. At this point the
viscous effect become significant enough to dissipate kinetic energy.

Kolmogorov (1991a, 1991b) helped identify what the length scales of the smallest
eddies are. Kolmogorov’s first hypothesis states that for sufficiently high Reynolds
number, small scale motions are statistically isotropic. Large scale motions have
directional preferences or biases which are influenced by the boundary conditions
imposed. These biases are reduced and eventually lost during the energy cascade
process. Thus, small scale motion are statistically universal at high Reynolds num-
ber flow. Kolmogorov’s first similarity hypothesis states that for turbulent flows
at extremely large Reynolds number the small scale motions are statistically uni-
versal and that they can be determined uniquely using the kinematic viscosity ν
and the rate of dissipation ε. The size range of these small scale motions is called
the universal equilibrium range. Given ν and ε, one could use dimensional analysis
to determine characteristic length, time and velocity scales. These are called the
Kolmogorov scales:

η =
(
ν3

ε

) 1
4

, (3.6)

tη =
(ν
ε

) 1
2
, (3.7)

vη = (νε)
1
4 . (3.8)

The Reynolds number based on the Kolmogorov length and velocity scales is equal
to unity. This would mean that the viscous stresses are significant at the small-
est scales, which was also the case in the earlier discussion on energy cascade.
Kolmogorov’s second similarity hypothesis states that for turbulent flows at ex-
tremely high Reynolds number the statistics of the motion within a length scale
l, where l � η and significantly smaller than the largest eddies, are universal and
are uniquely determined by ε independent of ν. For a length scale l lying between
the Kolmogorov length scale η and the length scale of the largest eddies l0, such
that η � l� l0, one can see that the corresponding Reynolds number will be large
enough to neglect viscous forces. The earlier mentioned universal equilibrium range
can be further divided into an inertial subrange and a dissipation range. Within the
inertial subrange the effects of viscosity can be ignored, however in the dissipation
range viscous effects become significant. Hence, Kolmogorov’s second similarity
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hypothesis is relevant for the inertial subrange. Length scales larger than the uni-
versal equilibrium range are called the energy containing range. We consider the
case of homogeneous turbulence i.e. statistics of turbulence remain unaffected by
changes in spatial location. By dimensional considerations, the energy spectra E
for homogeneous turbulence in the equilibrium range is given as:

E(κ) = ε
2
3κ−

5
3 Ψ(κη), (3.9)

where κ is the wave number and the function Ψ is the so called compensated
Kolmogorov spectrum function. By applying Kolmogorov’s second similarity hy-
pothesis to the energy spectra, the role of viscosity, which enters via η in Eq.(3.9),
is insignificant. Thus Ψ can be treated as a constant C and the energy spectra in
the inertial subrange can be expressed as:

E(κ) = Cε
2
3κ−

5
3 . (3.10)

Since turbulence inherently contains vortical structures, it is important to con-
sider turbulence from the perspective of vorticity transport. Vorticity ωi is defined
as the curl of the fluid velocity vector i.e. ωi = eijk

∂
∂xj

uk, where eijk is the Levi-
Civita tensor. The vorticity transport equation is derived by taking the curl of the
momentum balance equation. This results in:

∂ωi
∂t

+ uj
∂ωi
∂xj

= ωj
∂ui
∂xj

+ eijk
∂

∂xj

(
1
ρ

∂τkl
∂xl

)
. (3.11)

Assuming that the external force term is conservative, both the force term and
the pressure gradient term is eliminated using vector identities. The last term on
the right hand side of Eq.(3.11) represents diffusion of vorticity. At high Reynolds
number the influence of this term on the large scales of motion is insignificant.
The first term on the right hand side of Eq.(3.11) is called the vortex stretching
term. Vortex stretching is an important mechanism in the earlier discussed energy
cascade process. Consider two points on a vortex tube. In a turbulent flow scenario
one would expect the vortex tube to follow a random walk (Lovejoy & Schertzer
(2013)). On average the two points move away from each other and over time
the longitudinal distance between them increases The vortex tube is stretched and
due to incompressibility the cross sectional area will decrease. Locally, the velocity
gradients will be high at regions of high stretching. Viscosity will counteract the
large velocity gradients and break the vortex tubes (Lovejoy & Schertzer (2013)).
During this stretching mechanism the angular momentum is conserved and it is
proportional to the magnitude of the vorticity and the vortex tube radius squared.
The kinetic energy on the other hand is proportional to the square of both the
vorticity magnitude and the radius of the vortex tube. The kinetic energy produced
in this process is transferred from the large scales of motion to the smaller scales
of motion in an energy cascade.

Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) resolves all the varying length scales. In
such methodologies the computational work required for the individual problem
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would scale with Re3 (see e.g. Johansson & Wallin (2012)). This would be com-
putationally unfeasible for practical problems involving high Reynolds numbers.
Modelling all scales would be considerably cheaper, however the scope of applica-
bility will be restricted by the choice of the model. Therefore, there is a need to find
a compromise between full resolved simulation and modelling. In the subsequent
sections a few of these approaches are discussed.

3.3 Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equation(RANS)

One common turbulence modelling approach is called the Reynolds averaged Navier-
Stokes equation. In these class of methods all scales of turbulent motion are mod-
elled. Denote φ ≡ φ(x, y, z, t) to be a flow variable of interest. We start by applying
a Reynolds decomposition on this flow variable:

φ = φ̄+ φ′, (3.12)

where φ̄ is the mean part and φ′ is the fluctuating part. After performing the
Reynolds decomposition on the instantaneous flow variable in the governing equa-
tions, Reynolds averaging is applied to the mean and fluctuating part. Reynolds
averaging might consist of time averaging or ensemble averaging. Time averaging,
within a time interval of T , for a statistically stationary flows is defined as:

φ̄ = lim
T→∞

1
T

∫ t∗+T

t∗
φdt. (3.13)

Ensemble averaging, for flows which can be replicated N times can be defined as:

φ̄ = lim
N→∞

1
N

N∑
n=1

φ(n), (3.14)

where φ(n) is the n’th realisation of the instantaneous variable. By definition it can
be observed that φ′ ≡ 0. The time averaged governing equations, also known as
the RANS equations, can be written as:

∂ūi
∂xi

= 0, (3.15)

ρ

(
∂ūi
∂t

+ ūj
∂ūi
∂xj

)
= − ∂p̄

∂xi
+ ∂

∂xj

(
τ̄ij + τ turbij

)
+ f̄i, (3.16)

where τ turbij = −ρu′iu′j is the Reynolds stress tensor. Physically the viscous shear
stress is interpreted as the momentum flux due to molecular motion. On the other
hand the Reynolds stress can be interpreted physically as the momentum trans-
fer due to velocity fluctuations. The system of equations given in Eq.(3.15) and
Eq.(3.16) represents an underdetermined system. In order to close the system, a
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combination of modelling and approximation must be utilised. Boussinesq pro-
posed an approximation of the Reynolds stress tensor analogous to the Newtonian
description of shear stress:

−ρu′iu′j = 2ρνT S̄ij −
2
3ρKδij , (3.17)

where νT is the turbulent viscosity. The term S̄ij = 1
2

(
∂ūi

∂xj
+ ∂ūj

∂xi

)
is the mean

strain rate tensor. The turbulent kinetic energy K of the fluctuations is given as
K = 1

2u
′
iu
′
i. The tensor δij is the Kronecker delta, where δ = 1 for i = j and

zero otherwise. Utilising dimensional arguments νT ∼ l0u0, where l0 and u0 are
the length and velocity scale of the largest eddies. By plugging in the Boussinesq
approximation for the RANS equations the effect of turbulence can be introduced.
Such approaches are called eddy viscosity models (EVM). There is still a need to
determine the appropriate length and velocity scales in order to model the turbulent
viscosity.

In the forthcoming discussion we shall look into the two-equation class of eddy-
viscosity models. In the two-equation models two transport equations are solved,
consisting of two unknown variables, in order to determine the aforementioned
length and velocity scales required for obtaining the turbulent viscosity. Commonly
used variables for the transport equations include the turbulent kinetic energy K,
dissipation rate ε and turbulent frequency ω. One popular model involving trans-
port equations of the the turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate is the so
called K − ε model (Jones & Launder (1972), Launder & Sharma (1974)). The
transport equation for K can be derived in the following manner. Subtract the
Reynolds averaged momentum equations Eq.(3.16) from the momentum equations
Eq.(3.2). The resulting set of equations are based on the velocity fluctuations. Each
component of the velocity fluctuation is multiplied by itself and finally the set of
equations are time averaged. For the K − ε model, the transport equations take
the precise form:(

∂

∂t
+ ūj

∂

∂xj

)
K = P − ε+ ∂

∂xj

((
ν + νT

σK

)
∂K

∂xj

)
, (3.18)(

∂

∂t
+ ūj

∂

∂xj

)
ε = (Cε1P − Cε2ε)

ε

K
+ ∂

∂xj

((
ν + νT

σε

)
∂ε

∂xj

)
, (3.19)

where P = 2νT S̄ijS̄ij is the production term. The turbulent viscosity can be
evaluated as νT = Cµ

K2

ε . The model coefficients take the values Cµ = 0.09,
Cε1 = 1.44, Cε2 = 1.92, σK = 1.0 and σε = 1.3 (Launder & Sharma (1974)).
Looking at the transport equation Eq.(3.19) one can observe that at the near wall
region the term ε2/K will be singular as K → 0. Hence the transport equations
can not be properly integrated close to or at the wall.

An alternative two-equation eddy viscosity model is the so called K − ω model
(Wilcox (1988)). This model considers the transport equations of the turbulent
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kinetic energyK and the turbulent frequency ω = ε/CµK. The transport equations
for the K − ω model, take the form:(

∂

∂t
+ ūj

∂

∂xj

)
K = P − CµKω + ∂

∂xj

((
ν + νT

σK

)
∂K

∂xj

)
, (3.20)(

∂

∂t
+ ūj

∂

∂xj

)
ω = 2αS̄ijS̄ij − βω2 + ∂

∂xj

((
ν + νT

σω

)
∂ω

∂xj

)
, (3.21)

where P = 2νT S̄ijS̄ij is the production term and the turbulent viscosity νT = K
ω .

The model coefficients take the values Cµ = 0.09, α = 5/9, β = 3/40, σK = 2.0
and σω = 2.0. According to Wilcox (1993), the K − ω model is much better suited
than the K − ε model for simulating turbulent boundary layer flows, particularly
in the near wall viscous region (Pope (2000)). On the other hand, the K−ω model
runs in to problems in the treatment of turbulent interfaces (Johansson & Wallin
(2012)). The treatment of free stream boundaries is sensitive to the choice of K
and ω (Pope (2000)).

Menter (1994) presented a modified version of the K − ω model that looks
to combine the benefits of both the K − ε and K − ω model. It is referred to
as the Shear Stress Transport(SST) K − ω model. The transport equations are
similar to the transport equations of the standard K − ω model. An additional
cross-diffusion term is added in the ω transport equation. This term consists of a
blending function which activates the K−ω model near walls and the K− ε model
in the free stream. Furthermore a limiter is imposed on the turbulent viscosity as
well as the production term in the K transport equation within this model. As a
consequence excessive production of turbulence is avoided in regions of high strain
rate (Johansson & Wallin (2012)).

3.4 Large Eddy Simulation(LES)

One of the shortcomings of the RANS approach is that it does not work well for
flows where the mean flow changes rapidly as compared to the turbulence scales
(Johansson & Wallin (2012)). An example would be that of a flow around a bluff
body leading to separation. As hypothesised by Kolmogorov, small scale structures
in highly turbulent flows will be isotropic in nature. This would make them easier to
model. The bulk of the turbulent kinetic energy is found inside the structures within
the energy containing size range. In a way the above mentioned points motivate
the concept of Large Eddy Simulation(LES) as an approach to model turbulence.
The computational approach would involve fully solving the large scale turbulent
structures, carrying the bulk of the turbulent kinetic energy, and modelling the
smallest eddies.

Taking φ ≡ φ(x, y, z, t) again to be a flow variable of interest, a decomposition
similar to the Reynolds decomposition can be performed:

φ = φ̃+ φ̂, (3.22)
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where φ̃ =
∫
V
φ(ξ, t)G(x− ξ,∆)dξ is the filtered part and φ̂ is the sub-filtered part.

The function G is the filter function with filter width ∆ = (∆x∆y∆z)1/3, where
∆x, ∆y and ∆z are the local grid spacing in the x, y and z direction. It should be
noted that in this decomposition ˜̂φ 6= 0 and ˜̃φ 6= φ̃ in general. Applying the filter
to the governing equations provides the following set of equations:

∂ũi
∂xi

= 0, (3.23)

ρ

(
∂ũi
∂t

+ ũj
∂ũi
∂xj

)
= − ∂p̃

∂xi
+ ∂

∂xj

(
τ̃ij + τSGSij

)
+ f̃i, (3.24)

where τSGSij is the sub-grid scale (SGS) stress tensor. The SGS stress tensor consists
of the following terms:

τSGSij = ũiuj − ũiũj = Lij + Cij +Rij . (3.25)

Leonard (1974) decomposed the SGS tensor components as the Leonard stresses
Lij = ˜̃uiũj − ũiũj , the cross terms Cij = ˜̃uiûj + ˜̂uiũj and the Reynold stresses
Rij = ˜̂uiûj . The Leonard stresses physically encapsulate the interaction between
the resolved scales. As the name suggests the cross terms represent the interaction
between the resolved and unresolved sub-grid scales. Finally, the Reynold stresses
consider the interaction between the unresolved sub-grid scales. The SGS stress
term still requires modelling in order to completely solve the filtered equations. One
of the earliest model proposed was by Smagorinsky (1963). It takes an approach
similar to an EVM mentioned in the previous section:

τSGSij = −2νSGSS̃ij , (3.26)

where S̃ij = 1
2

(
∂ũi

∂xj
+ ∂ũj

∂xi

)
is the filtered strain rate tensor. Similar to the turbulent

viscosity νT , the sub-grid scale viscosity νSGS can be approximated as a product
of a length scale lSGS and velocity scale uSGS . Using the filter width, the length
scale can be approximated as lSGS ∼ ∆. Similarly, the resolved strain rate along
with the filter width can be used to approximate the velocity scale uSGS ∼ ∆|S̃ij |,
where |S̃ij | =

√
(S̃ijS̃ji). In its final form, the SGS model proposed by Smagorinsky

reads:
νSGS = Cs∆2|S̃ij |, (3.27)

where the model constant Cs = 0.18. Alternative SGS models such as Dynamic
Smagorinsky model (Germano et al. (1991)) and Wall Adapting Local Eddy Vis-
cosity (WALE) model (Nicoud & Ducros (1999)) have also been proposed.

3.5 Detached Eddy Simulation(DES)

As mentioned in the previous section, the filter width is related to the computa-
tional grid. Using an LES approach the amount of turbulence resolved will likely
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improve with enhanced grid resolution. Thus, provided a sufficient resolution an
LES approach can accurately predict flow behaviour for a wide variety of appli-
cations. For wall bounded flows the grid resolution requirements for an LES ap-
proach become prohibitively expensive as the scale of the near-wall motion becomes
smaller with increasing Reynolds number (Pope (2000)). It is estimated by Chap-
man (1979) that the cost of a near wall resolved LES for aerodynamic applications
scales with the Reynolds number as Re1.8. A RANS approach is well suited in cap-
turing the behaviour of thin attached boundary layer flows. As all scales of motion
are modelled in a RANS approach, it is considerably inexpensive as compared to
an LES approach. However, a RANS approach struggles to predict the behaviour
of flows involving boundary layer separation. An LES approach is well suited for
such type of problems as the large scale motions are completely resolved. Both
methodologies complement one another in the class of problems suited for their
use. This motivates the usage of hybrid approaches which look to combine both
methodologies and reap the benefits of each individual approach. Detached eddy
simulations (DES) falls under the category of hybrid LES-RANS approach. The
main principle of this approach is to utilise a RANS methodology to capture the
boundary layers and thin shear layers and a LES methodology to capture separated
regions in the flow. The original formulation of DES, proposed by Spalart et al.
(1997), consisted of the one equation Spalart-Almaras EVM (Spalart & Allmaras
(1994)). Alternative formulations involving two-equation EVM have been proposed
since then. Menter et al. (2003) proposed a DES formulation using the SST K −ω
RANS model. The SST K − ω RANS model provides reasonable results in cap-
turing separated flows (Bardina et al. (1997)). Hence, it is the underlying RANS
model utilised in the selected DES methodology for the thesis work presented in the
forthcoming chapters. The SGS model for the LES is the standard Smagorinsky.
One obvious challenge in implementing the methodology is to distinguish between
the RANS zone and LES zone within the computational domain of the problem in
question. If we compare the time averaged momentum equation Eq.(3.16) and the
filtered momentum equation Eq.(3.24) with the momentum equation Eq.(3.2), the
only additional terms that come up are the Reynolds stress and the SGS stress. In
order to model the stress an EVM like approach is utilised. The eddy viscosity is
determined by a turbulent length scale. The turbulent length scale, along with a
blending function φDES is indeed what is utilised to trigger a RANS treatment or
a LES treatment on appropriate areas of the computational domain. In the SST
K − ω DES, assuming a standard Smagorinsky SGS model is used, the main dif-
ference in the formulation of the transport equation comes about in the dissipation
term of the K transport equation. A blending function φDES is incorporated in
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the following manner (Strelets (2001)):

βKω −→ βKωφDES , (3.28)

φDES = max
(

lK−ω
CDES∆max

, 1
)
, (3.29)

∆max = max(∆x,∆y,∆z), (3.30)

lK−ω =
√
K

βω
, (3.31)

where lK−ω is the RANS length scale, ∆max is the maximum local grid spacing, and
CDES is a model constant equal to 0.61. The LES length scale in this formulation
is given by CDES∆max. By considering the two length scales the switching between
RANS and LES is performed in the domain as follows:

φDES =
{

1, RANS
> 1, LES

(3.32)

This implies that when lK−ω < CDES∆max then RANS is utilised otherwise the
solution tends towards an LES based approach. The upcoming discussion will be
based around counteracting two deficiencies of the DES method, as presented ear-
lier, namely: Modelled Stress Depletion and Logarithmic Layer Mismatch. The
following motivating example is based on the one presented in Spalart et al. (2006)
as well as Spalart (2009). As the LES length scale is based on the grid spacing,
DES simulations run a risk of triggering the LES mode within the boundary layer if
the grid is refined. We consider three scenarios of grid spacing within the boundary
layer. Denote the boundary layer thickness by δ. In the first case the grid spacing
in the wall parallel direction, ∆x and ∆z is larger than δ. According to the blend-
ing function φDES this would result in the RANS mode being utilised inside the
boundary layer. The second case consists of grid spacing which is smaller than δ in
all directions. This would trigger the LES mode over the majority of the boundary
layer and the RANS mode very close to the walls. This would lead to a regime
similar to a near wall-modelled LES. The third case consists of grid spacing which
lies in between the two earlier mentioned extreme cases. In this scenario, the grid
spacing might be refined enough to trigger the LES mode within the boundary
layer however the grid spacing might not be sufficient to fully resolve the turbulent
scales within the boundary layer. This leads to a reduction in the modelled turbu-
lent viscosity, without any resolved stress present to balance it out. This is known
as Modelled Stress Depletion. A consequence of this is Grid Induced Separation,
which as the name suggests is flow separation incurred due to the grid and not by
the physics of the problem (see Menter & Kuntz (2004)). In order to overcome
this problem Spalart et al. (2006) proposed a modified approach known as Delayed
Detached Eddy Simulation (DDES). It involves deploying a shielding function to
avoid triggering the LES mode within the boundary layer. Menter & Kuntz (2004)
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developed a DDES with the SST K−ω model by incorporating one of the blending
functions from the SST K−ω RANS model into the DES blending function φDES .
The new blending function takes the form:

φDDES = max
(

lturb
CDDES∆max

(1− F2), 1
)
, (3.33)

CDDES = CDES,K−ωF1 + CDES,K−ε(1− F1), (3.34)

where F1 and F2 are blending functions from the SSTK−ω RANSmodel. CDES,K−ω
and CDES,K−ε are model constants for corresponding to the K−ω model and K−ε
model within the SST K − ω model. The Logarithmic Layer Mismatch has been
reported initially by Nikitin et al. (2000). This problem is inherited by the DDES
model as well. Shur et al. (2008) have proposed a further modification called the
Improved Delayed Dettached Eddy Simulation (IDDES) to remedy this problem.
The turbulent length scale lhybrid in this model is determined as (Shur et al. (2008)):

lhybrid = f̃d(1 + fe)lturb + (1− f̃d)CDDES∆IDDES , (3.35)
∆IDDES = min(max(0.15dw, 0.15∆max,∆min),∆max), (3.36)

∆min = min(∆x,∆y,∆z), (3.37)

where dw is the distance from the wall. The precise form of the functions fe and
f̃d can be found in Shur et al. (2008).

3.6 Particle Modelling

The proceeding discussion is based on the presentation provided by Crowe (2005).
In multiphase flows distinction is made between the dispersed phase and continuous
phase. The dispersed phase is the phase comprising of particles, droplets or bubbles.
These particles can be composed of solid, liquid or gas. The continuous phase
conists of the host fluid in which dispersed phase can be found. The host fluid can
either be liquid or gas. The coupling between the dispersed phase and continuous
phase helps distinguish the nature of the multiphase flow. In a multiphase flow,
one-way coupling is the scenario in which the continuous phase affects the dynamics
of the dispersed phase. Two-way coupling results in both the continuous phase
and dispersed phase affecting the motion of each other. A three-way coupling will
consist of two-way coupling, plus taking into account the effects of a particle in the
dispersed phase disturbing the host fluid locally which in turn affects the motion of
another particle in the dispersed phase. Finally, four-way coupling includes three-
way coupling along with particle collisions within the dispersed phase and the affects
on the motion of those particles due to these collisions. Define the volume fraction
of the dispersed phase as:

ΦV = NVp
V

, (3.38)
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where N is the number of particles, Vp is the volume of an individual particle in
the dispersed phase and V is the volume occupied by the continuous and dispersed
phase. An analogous definition can be used to define the mass fraction of the
dispersed phase. With increasing mass or volume fraction of the dispersed phase,
the multiphase flow switches from a dilute to a dense suspension. Within dilute
suspensions one-way or two-way coupling can be assumed, depending upon the
mass or volume fraction of the dispersed phase. For dense suspensions, four-way
coupling is assumed.

Various methods can be used to model the dispersed phase. Broadly, speaking
either an Eulerian approach can be used or a Lagrangian approach can be used. In
an Eulerian approach the particle properties of interest within the dispersed phase
can be considered as a continuum. By assuming a continuum, the discretization and
numerical approaches applied to the dispersed phase are similar to the approaches
used for the continuum phase. The dispersed and continuum phase in an eulerian
treatment can either be considered as a mixed fluid or two separate but intermixed
continua(two-fluid approach). In a mixed fluid treatment the two phases are as-
sumed to be in local kinetic and thermal equilibrium. This approach yields a single
momentum equation for the multiphase system. On the other hand in a two-fluid
approach two sets of equations are required(one for each phase). These equations
will be coupled. Thus, interphase mass, velocity and temperature differences need
to be accounted for in these equations. An alternative method is the Lagrangian
approach in which the properties of interest for the particles in the dispersed phase
are tabulated along the path of the individual particle or a parcel containing a large
number of particles. In a Lagrangian approach an ordinary differential equation is
obtained based on the location of a particle. Lagrangian approach can be further
subdivided into resolved surface and point force treatment. The point force treat-
ment was briefly presented in Chapter 2 and in this section the explicit form of the
individual expression of the force terms will be included. In order to distinguish be-
tween the two approaches the general form of the equation governing the dynamics
of the particles in this framework will be introduced. By applying Newton’s second
law, the equation governing the dynamics of the motion of the particle takes the
form:

mp
dvp,i
dt

= Fbody,i + Fsurface,i + Fcollision,i , i = 1, 2 and 3, (3.39)

wheremp and vp,i are the particle mass and velocity respectively. The left hand side
consists of the rate of change of momentum of the particle along its trajectory. The
right hand side consists of the individual force terms. The first force term Fbody
denotes the body force term. The second term Fsurface,i represents the surface forces
imposed on the particle by the host fluid in the continuous phase. Finally, the last
term Fcollision,i represents the force due to particles colliding with themselves or with
the geometry walls. The main difference between the two Lagrangian approaches
comes in the exact form of the Fsurface,i term. As the name suggests, in a resolved
surface treatment the flow around each particle in the dispersed phase must be
resolved to a high accuracy. The resulting flow field is integrated in order to obtain
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the fluid momentum interaction with particles in the dispersed phase. The exact
form of the Fsurface,i in a resolved surface treatment is:

Fsurface,i =
∫
S

−p+ µ

(
∂ui
∂xj

+ ∂uj
∂xi

)
njdS, (3.40)

where nj is the j projection of the normal unit vector pointing in the outward
direction from the particle surface. In this formulation, naturally the fluid pressure
and shear stress are integrated over the particle surface. In order to accurately,
capture these fluid flow quantities around the particle the mesh resolution needs to
be small i.e. ∆x� dp, where ∆x is the average grid resolution and dp is the particle
diameter. This makes the approach computationally expensive. In this thesis, a
Lagrangian point force treatment has been utilised. In this approach the Fsurface,i
consists of an averaged surface force based on analytical and empirical expressions
as follows:

Fsurface,i = Fdrag,i + Flift,i + Fam,i + Fsg,i + Fhistory,i , i = 1, 2 and 3, (3.41)
where Fdrag,i is the drag force, Flift,i is the lift force, Fam,i is the added mass force,
Fsg,i is the shear gradient force and Fhistory,i is the history force. We denote the
fluid velocity and vorticity by ui and ωi. The relative particle velocity to the fluid is
given by urel,i = vp,i−ui. The lift force is perpendicular to the relative velocity and
relative angular velocity Ωrel,i of the particle to the fluid where Ωrel,i = Ωp,i− 1

2ωi.
The particle Reynolds number is given by the expression:

Rep = dp|urel|/ν. (3.42)
Maxey & Riley (1983) derived the exact form of the force terms for spherical par-
ticles in an incompressible, isothermal, creeping flow(Rep � 1). The individual
terms are expressed as follows:

Fdrag,i = −3πdpµurel,i , i = 1, 2 and 3, (3.43)

Fam,i = −1
2ρfVp

(
dvp,i
dt
− Durel,i

Dt

)
, i = 1, 2 and 3, (3.44)

Fsg,i = ρfVp

(
Durel,i
Dt

− Fbody,i
)
, i = 1, 2 and 3, (3.45)

Fhistory,i = −3
2d

2
p

√
(πρfµ)

∫ t

0

durel,i

dτ√
t− τ

dτ , i = 1, 2 and 3, (3.46)

where the notation D
Dt ≡

∂
∂t +uj

∂
∂xj

is used and the subscript f refers to the quan-
tities associated with the host fluid. The Faxen correction terms are not included
in the above formulation. The physical meaning behind these terms was given in
Chapter 2. The lift forces can be neglected provided the particle diameter is smaller
than the Kolmogorov length scale. Factors such as the density ratio of the fluid
and particle can also influence the relative contribution of each term to the surface
force. Naturally, for a point force representation dp < ∆x, which makes it a suitable
to model large number of particles.





Chapter 4

Numerical Methods

In this chapter discretization approach utilised is elaborated upon. Finally, results
from the grid sensitivity study are examined.

4.1 Discretization

CFD is based around approximating the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations,with
a given set of initial and boundary conditions, numerically. The integral or differ-
ential form of the governing equations are firstly discretized, which results in the
formation of a system of algebraic equations. This system of algebraic equations is
then solved iteratively on a computer to provide an approximate solution. These
approximations are available on discrete locations in time and space (Ferzinger &
Perić (2002)). Naturally, the choice of discretization methods influence the ac-
curacy of the approximate solutions. Common approaches towards discretization
include Finite Differencing(FD) method, Finite Volume(FV) method and Finite
Element(FE) method.

In this thesis the CFD analysis is performed using the finite volume based
solver Star-CCM+. The precise discretization deployed by the solver will now be
presented. Conservation laws can be presented in the form of a general transport
equation. By integrating them on a control volume and applying the divergence
theorem the integral form of the general transport equation is obtained:

∂

∂t

∫
V

ρφdV︸ ︷︷ ︸
transient term

+
∫
A

ρuφ • da︸ ︷︷ ︸
convective flux

=
∫
A

Γφ∇φ • da︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusive flux

+
∫
V

SφdV︸ ︷︷ ︸
source term

, (4.1)

where φ is the fluid property being transported, A is the surface area of the con-
trol volume V and a is the surface vector. Γφ and Sφ are the diffusion and source
coefficients. Plugging in φ = 1, gives mass conservation and φ = u, returns momen-
tum conservation. The transient term represents the rate of change of the scalar
property φ with respect to time within the control volume V . The two flux terms

37
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express the flux of the property φ across the boundaries of the control volume V
due to convection and diffusion. Lastly, the source term signifies the generation
or destruction of the property φ inside the control volume V . For a cell-centred
control volume, the discrete form of the transport equation is given for a cell index
0 as:

∂

∂t
(ρφV )0 +

∑
f

(ρu • a)f =
∑
f

(Γφ∇φ • a)f + (SφV )0 , (4.2)

where the summation is taking place over all faces f of the control volume. In the
case of steady state simulations, the transient term is neglected. Results from a
steady state SST (K−ω) model were utilised for initialising the eventual simulations
performed via SST (K−ω) DES model. The transient term in the DES model was
modelled via an implicit 2nd order scheme:

∂

∂t
(ρφV )0 = 3(ρφV )n+1 − 4(ρφV )n + (ρφV )n−1

2∆t , (4.3)

where the subscript n, n+ 1 and n− 1 are the present, current and previous time
step level. The variable ∆t is the physical time step. With regards to numerical
stability, considerations need to be made for the Courant Friedrichs Lewy (CFL)
condition as well. This condition limits the time step chosen for advancing the
solution. The Courant number Co is defined as:

Co = u∆t
∆x , (4.4)

where ∆t is the time step and u/∆x is the characteristic convective time scale
i.e. the time required for a disturbance to cover a distance of ∆x. The variable
u can be interpreted as the maximum velocity at which information propagates.
If Co is larger than unity, this would imply that in one time step, information
is travelling a distance larger than the cell size ∆x. For explicit time marching
schemes, information can propagate one cell per time step at maximum. In order
to maintain stability explicit time marching schemes must chose a time step such
that Co ≤ 1. Implicit time marching schemes however are unconditionally stable.
They allow for larger time steps, so in principle they might remain stable for Co
larger than unity. Larger time steps, in implicit time marching schemes though
could come at the price of reduced accuracy as the time integration is dependent
on the timescales associated with the problem in question. Thus, keeping all these
factors in mind the appropriate time step must be chosen.

The next term to consider is the convection term. We rewrite the convection
term as follows:

(φρu • a)f = (φṁ)f = φfṁf , (4.5)

where ṁf is the mass flow at the face f . The convection term requires the value
of φf to be calculated. Higher order schemes can be used for this purpose however
they can run into trouble with regards to stability. A balance between accuracy and
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robustness needs to be maintained. In order to elaborate further on the stability
of convection schemes the notion of normalised variable form(NVF) presented by
Leonard (1988) and the Convection Boundedness Criterion(CBC) by Gaskell & Lau
(1988) will be discussed. The subscripts f , c, u and d will represent nodal variable
value at the face, centre, upwind and downwind position relative to one another.
The variable of interest is denoted by φ. The NVF of the variable to be calculated
at the face f is given as:

Ξf = φf − φu
φd − φu

. (4.6)

Similarly, the NVF of the variable to be calculated at the centre c:

Ξc = φc − φu
φd − φu

. (4.7)

As the NVF of Ξu = 0 and Ξd = 1, we can express Ξf = f(Ξc). Gaskell & Lau
(1988), defined the monotonicity of a scheme, in terms of NVF, as min(Ξc, 1) ≤
Ξf ≤ max(Ξc, 1). The CBC is formulated as (Moukalled et al. (2016)):

Ξf =



f(Ξc), continuous
f(Ξc) = 1, if Ξc = 1
f(Ξc),Ξc < f(Ξc) < 1 if 0 < Ξc < 1
f(Ξc) = 0, if Ξc = 0
f(Ξc) = 1, if Ξc < 0 or Ξc > 1.

(4.8)

It should be noted that the criterion does not take into account source terms. In
the DES model utilised for the simulations presented in this thesis a hybrid MUSCL
3rd-Order/Central-Differencing scheme is utilised:

φfṁf =
{
ṁφFOU , if Ξ < 0 or Ξ > 1
ṁ(σφMUSCL + (1− σ)φCD3), if 0 < Ξ < 1,

(4.9)

where Ξ is the NVF of the variable of interest based on the local conditions and σ is
the blending factor between 3rd order MUSCL and 3rd order Central Differencing.
The first order upwind scheme (FOU) is given as:

φfṁf =
{
ṁφ0, if ṁf ≥ 0
ṁφ1, if ṁf < 0

(4.10)

The steady state RANS model used to provide initial values for the unsteady DES
simulations, utilised a second order upwind scheme:

φfṁf =
{
ṁφ(f,0), if ṁf ≥ 0
ṁφ(f,1), if ṁf < 0

(4.11)
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where φ(f,0) and φ(f,1) are linearly interpolated values of the neighbouring cell
centres on either side of the face f . They are calculated as:

φf,0 = φ0 + (xf − x0) • (∇φ)r,0, (4.12)
φf,1 = φ1 + (xf − x1) • (∇φ)r,1, (4.13)

where (∇φ)r,0 and (∇φ)r,1 are the limited reconstructed gradients at cell 0 and
cell 1 and they are computed by the scheme proposed by Venkatakrishnan (1994).
The treatment of the convection flux at the interior and boundary cells is identical
provided that a Dirichlet boundary condition has been imposed.

Finally, we will consider the diffusion term. A second order scheme is utilised
to calculate the gradient of the fluid property φ:

∇φf = (φ1 − φ0) a
a • (x1 − x0) +∇φ− (∇φ • (x1 − x0)) a

a • (x1 − x0) , (4.14)

where ∇φ = (∇φ1 +∇φ2)/2. The missing cell gradients are computed via a hybrid
Gauss-Least Squares method approach. This treatment of the diffusive flux holds
for the interior cells. Assuming Dirichlet boundary conditions, the terms ∇φ and
φ1 in Eq.(4.14) will be replaced by ∇φ0 and φb at the boundary cells. The subscript
b denotes the value of fluid property at the boundary face.

The algebraic system of equations for the transported flow variable can be ex-
pressed after discretization as:

ap
ω

∆φp +
∑
n

an∆φk+1
n = r, (4.15)

where ∆φp = φk+1
p − φkp. The superscript k + 1 denotes the fluid variable value at

the k + 1(current) iteration and the superscript k denotes the fluid variable value
at the k(previous) iteration. The summation takes place over all neighbours n of
cell p. The variable ω denotes the relaxation factor. The coeffecients ap and an are
obtained during the discretization process. The right hand side term r refers to the
residual:

r = −

 ∂

∂t
(ρφV ) +

∑
f

(ρu • a)f −
∑
f

(Γφ∇φ • a)f − (SφV )

 = 0. (4.16)

The residual represents the discrete form of the transport equation at iteration
k. By definition if the discretized equation is satisfied the residual would be zero.
This algebraic system of equations is solved using an Algebraic Multigrid (AMG)
algorithm. More information about the algorithm can be found for instance in
Briggs et al. (2000).

4.2 Boundary Conditions

Velocity inlet condition is imposed at the inlet boundary. The velocity at the inlet
boundary takes a specified value: u = uspec. The static pressure at the inlet is
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extrapolated from the adjacent interior cells. Pressure outlet is imposed at the
outlet boundary. The static pressure is specified at the outlet boundary: p = pspec.
If the flow leaves the computational domain from the outlet the specified pressure
pspec is the boundary pressure pb. A slightly different treatment is needed when
the flow re-enters the domain from the outlet i.e. presence of backflow. In that
particular case the specified pressure pspec is treated as the total pressure and the
boundary pressure is obtained as:

pb = pspec −
1
2ρu

2
n, (4.17)

where un is the normal component of the backflow velocity at the outlet boundary.
The velocity at the outlet boundary face is extrapolated from the adjacent interior
cells via a hybrid Gauss-Least Squares method. No-Slip boundary conditions are
imposed at the wall. The tangential velocity at the wall is equal to zero.

4.3 Lagrangian Multiphase Modelling

Within the Lagrangian multiphase framework in StarCCM+, parcels are followed
throughout the continuous phase. Parcels consist of a cluster of the particles inside
the dispersed phase having the same properties. They are useful when the size of
the dispersed phase is large and a statistical approach is considered more practical.
In the Lagrangian framework the state of the parcel is updated according to the
models chosen. The particle position and velocity are obtained by numerically
solving the following equations:

dxp,i
dt

= vp,i, i = 1, 2 and 3, (4.18)

dvp,i
dt

= Fsurface,i + Fbody,i, i = 1, 2 and 3, (4.19)

where xp,i and vp,i are the particle position and velocity respectively. Due to the
size of the particles being considered only surface forces were included. The surface
forces considered in our setup are the drag force Fd,i and pressure gradient force
Fp,i. The drag force is given by the expression:

Fd,i = 1
2CdApρf |urel|urel,i, i = 1, 2 and 3, (4.20)

where Ap is the projected area of the particle and Cd is the drag coefficient. The
Schiller-Naumann correlation is used to define Cd (Schiller & Naumann (1935)):

Cd =
{

24
Rep

(
1 + 0.15Re0.687

p

)
, Rep ≤ 103

0.44, Rep > 103 (4.21)

The pressure gradient term is expressed as:

Fp,i = −Vp
∂p

∂xi
, i = 1, 2 and 3, (4.22)
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where Vp is the particle volume and p is the static pressure of the continuous phase.
A monodisperse simulation is considered with particles of diameter dp = 900nm
with particle diameter ρp = 200kg/m3. This gives a particle relaxation time of

tp =
ρpd

2
p

18µ = 4.8515× 10−7s. (4.23)

Furthermore, a one way coupling approach is utilised. The injection of the particles
takes place at the inlet part of the geometry (see Fig.(4.1)). The velocity of the
particles being injected is kept to be the same as that of the continuous phase at
the inlet. At the walls a rebound condition is imposed. Collisions between the
particles and the solid wall are considered perfectly elastic.

4.4 Geometry and Mesh

The representation of the corrugated pipe utilised for the 3D CFD simulations
presented in this thesis is shown in Fig.(4.1). The length between two successive
minimum cross sectional areas of the pipe is denoted by λ. This value is fixed
for all segments of the pipe. For practical purposes the length of the corrugated
pipe can not exceed 1m, so the value of λ along with the pipe length restriction
determines the total number of segments used in the pipe. From the 1D results
presented in Chapter 2, it was evident that larger λ values promote the chances
of particle grouping. The largest value of λ used in the 1D parameter study was
λ = 0.12m. Based on that analysis the value of λ is taken to be 0.12m, for this
geometry. This results in a total of 8 segments in the geometry. The value of the
diameter Dmin at the minimum cross sectional area and Dmax at the maximum
cross sectional area of the pipe remains constant going from one segment to the
next, for an individual geometric setup. The actual inlet of the pipe is upstream
of the corrugated section by a distance of 3Dmin and the outlet of the pipe is

λ

Inlet
DMaxDMin

3DMin

y

x
z

5Dmin

Outlet

Figure 4.1: Schematic of the pipe geometry.
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(a) Minimum cross sectional area
viewed from yz plane.

(b) Maximum cross sectional area
viewed from yz plane.

(c) Corrugated segment mesh
viewed from xy plane.

Figure 4.2: Mesh visualisation

further downstream of the corrugated section by a distance of 5Dmin. The value
of Dmin = 0.05m for all simulations presented. The simulations presented were
performed on two different geometric setups, differing solely in the choice of Dmax.
Based on the recommendations of Ruzal-Mendelevich et al. (2016) Dmin = 50mm
and Dmax = 85mm were considered. Steady-state RANS calculations are not able
to reach convergence for fluid-flow scenarios which are inherently unstable. This has
been the reason for which the steady-state RANS on the recommended Dmin and
Dmax combinations resembling a severe sudden geometrical expansion from Dmin

to Dmax did not converge. Subsequently, the value of Dmax was decremented
by multiples of 5mm, whilst keeping Dmin fixed. The largest diameter not equal
to Dmin for which the approach converged was Dmax = 65mm. The value of
Dmax ∈ {0.065m, 0.085m} for the unsteady simulations, in order to analyse the
difference in the flow field due to variations in the maximum cross sectional area of
the geometry and it subsequent effect on the behaviour of particles carried by the
host fluid. The lower geometry wall on the corrugated sections is obtained using
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the formula δ cos(2π/λ), where δ = (Dmax −Dmin)/2. The upper wall is obtained
by translation and rotation of the lower wall. Along with the appropriate choice
of discretization methods, the design of the numerical grid is extremely significant
in performing accurate CFD analysis. The numerical grid or mesh, is the discrete
manifestation of the actual physical geometry of the problem.

The mesh utilised in our CFD analysis was generated using the ANSYS ICEM
CFD software. A block structured mesh with hexahedral cells was used. Since the
corrugated pipe is cylindrical in nature an O-grid was used to provide reduced mesh
skewness along with better cell clustering near walls. The mesh spacing in the wall
normal direction was made in a way which would provide the highest concentration
of cells near the wall. In the remaining two directions a uniform cell spacing was
used. In the extruded section leading to the pipe outlet, grid stretching has been
used to dampen any remaining fluctuations and avoid backflow at the outlet. A
sample visualisation of the mesh can be seen in Fig.(4.2).

4.5 Grid Resolution Study

Grid (Index) Cell Count ∆x Mean y+

Coarse (3) 347328 2.32mm 0.177
Medium(2) 1388160 1.46mm 0.179
Fine (1) 12653270 0.7mm 0.176

Table 4.1: Properties of the grids utilised.

The numerical simulations were obtained using the Star-CCM+ CFD solver. In
this grid resolution study, initial conditions were imposed using the results from
a steady-state RANS simulation based on a SST K − ω model. The transient
simulations utilised an IDDES approach with a SST K − ω RANS model and a
standard Smagorinsky subgrid scale model. A uniform velocity of U0 = 80m/s is
imposed at the inlet plane of the computational domain together with a turbulence
intensity of 5%. At the outlet the pressure specified is equivalent to the atmospheric
pressure. The Reynolds number based on the minimum diameter is 2.5533 × 105.
The streamwise length of the geometry is L = 3DMin+8λ+5DMin. The simulations
were run for at least fifteen units of the characteristic time scale based on t = L/U0,
to ensure statistical convergence. Three different grids were tested in order to obtain
the optimal cell count for capturing the flow physics. The properties of these grids
are summarised in Table(4.1). The average cell spacing ∆x is defined using the
formulation (Celik et al. (2008)):

∆x =
(

1
N

N∑
i=1

(∆Vi)
)1/3

, (4.24)
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where ∆Vi denotes the volume of the i’th cell and N represents the total cell count
in the computational domain. In each case the grids were refined in all three spatial
direction, in order to maintain the cell aspect ratio. The non dimensional distance
y+ from the wall is defined as:

y+ =
y
√
τw/ρ

ν
, (4.25)

where τw is the wall shear stress. It is an important parameter to consider when
it comes to capturing the flow gradients in the near wall region. In all three cases,
the initial cell spacing from the wall remained fixed and a y+ value less than unity
is maintained. The time step ∆t = 1× 10−6s, is fixed for all three cases. It ensures
that the value of the Courant number is less than unity within the computational
domain. The refinement factor rij is defined as:

rij = ∆xi
∆xj

, (4.26)

where the grid index i > j. The refinement factors are r32 = 1.58 and r21 = 2.08.
The Taylor microscale was taken into consideration for the finest grid. The length
scale is estimated as:

λg =

√
10µDminK−

1
2

ρ
. (4.27)

This gives λg ≈ 1.3mm. In each successive refinement the number of cells in
each direction was approximately doubled within the eight corrugated sections of
the geometry. For all three grids flow quantities of interest are measured and the
relative error between them is compared. The relative error for a flow quantity φ
is calculated as:

εij =
∣∣∣∣φi − φjφj

∣∣∣∣ , (4.28)

where the grid index i > j. The flow quantities compared were mean pressure,
mean streamwise velocity and turbulent kinetic energy. The maximum cross sec-
tional area of the fifth segment of the corrugated geometry is considered along with
the geometry centerline. It is also important to make sure that the mesh resolution
is sufficient enough to accurately resolve the turbulent structures when LES is trig-
gered within the core region of the flow. Therefore, the turbulent kinetic energy
spectra is compared within the different grid. The mean relative errors obtained are
summarised in Table (4.2). The actual profiles of the flow quantities are shown in
Fig.(4.3) and Fig.(4.4). The mean relative errors remain low for all refinements, for
the centerline mean pressure and centerline mean streamwise velocity. The mean
streamwise velocity profile and turbulent kinetic energy taken from the maximum
cross sectional area of the fifth segment showed significant changes in the refine-
ments. The peak turbulent kinetic energy predicted by the finest grid is larger
than the remaining coarser grids. The recirculation velocity predicted by the finest
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Figure 4.3: Centerline mean streamwise velocity and mean pressure comparison for
different grids.
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extracted.
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(d) Normalised turbulent kinetic en-
ergy at the fifth segment across
the maximum cross sectional area
xzPlane for y = 0.
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(f) Normalised turbulent kinetic en-
ergy spectra at the probe point in
the seventh segment.

Figure 4.4: Normalised mean streamwise velocity and turbulent kinetic energy
spectra at different locations.
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Location Mean ε32 Mean ε21
centerline mean streamwise velocity 2.16% 3.66%
centerline pressure 3.69% 2.18%
mean velocity across Dmax in the fifth segment 10.12% 45.34%
on a xyPlane for z = 0
turbulent kinetic energy Dmax in the fifth segment 8.19% 13.32%
on a xyPlane for z = 0
mean velocity across Dmax in the fifth segment 29.91% 42.06%
on a xzPlane for y = 0
turbulent kinetic energy Dmax in the fifth segment 8.04% 7.41%
on a xzPlane for y = 0

Table 4.2: Mean relative error at different locations.

grid is also larger than the results obtained using the subsequent coarser grids.
The normalised turbulent kinetic energy spectra at different locations across the
centerline is also calculated. In Fig.(4.4), the x-axis denotes the Strouhal number
St = fDMin

U0
, and the turbulent kinetic energy is normalised using the square of the

inlet velocity. It is evident that the finest grid captures the theoretical −5/3 slope
the best, as the turbulent flow field in the core region becomes more developed.
This is expected with the cell spacing being smaller than the Taylor microscale for
the finest grid. Based on the prediction of the turbulent kinetic energy and mean
streamwise velocity in the recirculation region the fine grid, index 1, was chosen as
the grid to perform the unsteady simulations.



Chapter 5

Results and Discussion

In this chapter results pertaining to the 3D CFD analysis on the flow with and
without particles are presented and discussed.

5.1 Previous Studies

Bellhouse et al. (1973) proposed a design for a blood oxygenator where pulsatile
flow passed over furrowed channels. This resulted in efficient mixing of blood and
oxygen. Motivated by this study, Sobey (1980) studied the flow structure for lami-
nar flow across furrowed channel in a two dimensional setup numerically. The effect
of geometrical parameters as well as the Reynolds number are explored. Further
experimental examination is made by Stephanoff et al. (1980) to validate the earlier
numerical studies by Sobey (1980). Ralph (1986) performed numerical experiments
to further extend the results provided by Sobey (1980). Extensive work was car-
ried out by Nishimura and collaborators to study the characteristics of the flow
field in wavy walled channels. The effect of Reynolds number on the recirculation
length, friction factor and wall shear stress was presented in Nishimura et al. (1984).
The critical Womersley number affecting the flow structure in a oscillatory laminar
flow in a wavy pipe geometry is presented in Nishimura et al. (1989). At higher
Reynolds numbers flow separation occurred more quickly for arc shaped wavy ge-
ometries as compared to the case with sinusoidal walls (Nishimura et al. (1989)
and Nishimura et al. (1990a)). Furthermore, flow separation enhanced mass trans-
fer for wavy geometries (Nishimura et al. (1990a)). Guzmán & Amon (1994) and
Guzmán & Amon (1996) performed extensive DNS studies on converging diverging
channels. Their findings showed that the converging diverging channel undergoes
multiple bifurcations to transition from laminar to periodic, quasi periodic and
eventually aperiodic chaotic regime. Two instability mechanisms have been high-
lighted for converging diverging channels. Floryan & Floryan (2010) identified a
travelling wave instability. A second vortex instability credited to centrifugal effects
was identified by Floryan (2003). This instability was observed experimentally by
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Nishimura et al. (1990b). It was highlighted by Floryan & Floryan (2010) that the
travelling wave instability is the dominant instability mechanism for small corru-
gation amplitude. As the corrugation amplitude is increased the vortex instability
becomes more dominant.

5.2 Turbulent statistics and coherent structures

As mentioned in the previous chapter two different geometric configurations have
been considered in this analysis. The main difference in the geometric configurations
is in the choice of the maximum cross sectional area Dmax. The unsteady simula-
tions were initialised using results from earlier performed steady state RANS. The
simulations were run for about twenty units of the characteristic time scale based on
t = L/U0, where L is the streamwise geometry length. In Fig.(5.1), the normalised
mean streamwise velocity across different stations along the xy-Plane at z = 0 for
the two different geometries is shown. The measurement stations are at the mini-
mum and maximum cross sectional areas of the geometry. For the two geometries,
the profiles along Dmin have a similar qualitative behaviour in the earlier stations.
They begin to differ from one another moving downstream. For the geometrical
case of Dmax = 65mm, the profiles start to bow outwards whereas the profiles bow
inwards for the geometrical case Dmax = 85mm. The profiles considered at maxi-
mum cross sectional areas show greater qualitative differences for the two geometric
cases. A recirculation bubble was observed in all profiles taken in the maximum
cross sectional area for the geometrical case of Dmax = 85mm. For the geometri-
cal case of Dmax = 65mm, a recirculation bubble was only observed in the third
segment. The profiles for this case remained much more symmetric throughout the
channel as compared to the other geometrical case. Moving downstream from the
third segment, in both geometrical cases the profiles were qualitative similar, to
the profile in the previous segment. In Fig.(5.2), the normalised mean streamwise
velocity across different stations along the xz-Plane at y = 0 for the two different
geometries is shown. Qualitatively, the profiles exhibit similar behaviour to what
was observed in the xy-Plane at z = 0 for both geometrical cases. In such a corru-
gated pipe geometry, flow separation may occur due to adverse pressure gradients.
Separation results in the formation of smaller eddies. Due to the energy cascade
process, the kinetic energy from the mean flow is transferred to these smaller eddies.
In Fig.(5.3), the normalised mean turbulent kinetic energy is presented across the
maximum cross sectional area of the the xy-Plane for z = 0 and the xz-Plane for
y = 0. The turbulent kinetic energy in both cases refers to the mean kinetic energy
of the turbulent fluctuations. For both geometrical cases, the turbulent kinetic
energy exhibited similar trends. The smallest turbulent kinetic energy was noted
across the first segment. Moving downstream from the first segment, the turbulent
kinetic energy profiles consistently have similar profile shape. Two peaks within
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Figure 5.1: Normalised mean streamwise velocity at different locations across the
xy-Plane with z = 0.
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Figure 5.2: Normalised mean streamwise velocity at different locations across the
xz-Plane with y = 0.
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the sinusoidal cavity in the upper and lower half, corresponding to the flow
separated regions in the top and bottom sinusoidal cavities. Moving outside of the
separated region, the turbulent kinetic energy level falls and after a certain point
remains close to constant until it begins to enter the flow separated region of the
opposing upper or lower sinusoidal cavity. For most cases the peak turbulent kinetic
energy level for the geometrical case of Dmax = 85mm was more than twice the
maximum turbulent kinetic energy level for the geometrical case of Dmax = 65mm.
The maximum turbulent kinetic energy for the geometrical case of Dmax = 65mm
was observed at the third segment. On the xz-Plane for y = 0, the turbulent kinetic
energy profiles were qualitatively similar to the profiles obtained in the xy-Plane for
z = 0, in both geometrical cases. In such a geometric configuration, flow separation
will be expected across the sinusoidal cavities. Within each segment four sinusoidal
cavities are present. In order to categorise the recirculation length for each one
of the sinusoidal cavities the mean wall shear stress can be considered as done in
Fig.(5.4). The top and bottom walls for the xy-Plane at z = 0 are denoted by the
90◦ and 270◦ and they correspond to the right and left upper panel of Fig.(5.4).
Similarly, the top and bottom walls for the xz-Plane at y = 0 are denoted by 0◦
and 180◦ and they correspond to the right and left lower panel in Fig.(5.4). The
negative wall shear stress can be taken as an indicator of being inside a flow sepa-
rated region. The change in sign from negative to positive in the wall shear stress
can be used to indicate the reattachment length. If only, the geometrical case
Dmax = 65mm is considered, it can clearly be seen that for all segments down-
stream of the third segment have extremely small recirculation bubble. The largest
recirculation lengths are seen for the second and third segment. In the case of the
second segment the change of sign for the wall shear stress happens more than once.
In the geometrical case Dmax = 85mm, the largest recirculation bubbles are again
found within the first three segments. Moving further downstream the recircula-
tion length decreases in size compared to the ones obtained upstream. However,
it should be noted that the recirculation bubbles for the downstream segments of
the geometrical case Dmax = 85mm are much larger than the ones observed for
the downstream segments of the geometrical case Dmax = 65mm. The coherent
structures in both geometrical cases were also analysed using the λ2 criterion pro-
posed by Jeong & Hussain (1995). This criterion looks at the second eigenvalue
of the tensor S2

ij + Ω2
ij , where Sij is the strain rate tensor and Ωij is the rotation

tensor. By definition the criterion is linked with the pressure minimum when the
irrotational straining and viscous contributions from the Navier-Stokes equation are
disregarded. Fig.(5.5) shows the coherent structures for the two geometrical cases,
coloured with the turbulent kinetic energy. The isosurfaces of λ2 = −5 × 107s−2

are represented in the plot. With this criterion an attempt to identify the strongest
vortical structures associated with flow separation downstream of crests of the si-
nusoidal cavities. For the smaller geometrical case the coherent structures start to
appear from the third segment, which also recorded the highest turbulent kinetic
energy levels for this case. Moving further downstream from the third segment
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Figure 5.3: Normalised turbulent kinetic energy at different locations across the
xy-Plane with z = 0 and the xz-Plane with y = 0.
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Figure 5.4: Normalised streamwise component of the wall shear stress at differ-
ent locations across the channel wall. The upper panel of figures correspond to
90°(Right) and 270°(Left). The lower panel of figures 0°(Right) and 180°(Left)

the coherent structures become much more sparse compared to the ones ob-
tained in the third segment. It is noticeable that these coherent structures begin
to appear from the second segment for the Dmax = 85mm case and unlike the sec-
ond geometrical case the coherent structures do not become sparse moving further
downstream. Hair pin vortices are identified in the geometrical caseDmax = 65mm.
Furthermore, the coherent structures found downstream of the crest of the cavities
become more elongated as they move towards the minimum cross sectional area of
the corrugated section of the channel.
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(a) Coherent structures based on the λ2 criterion(λ2 = −5 × 107s−2) for both geometrical
cases in the streamwise direction.

(b) Coherent structures based on
the λ2 criterion(λ2 = −5 × 107s−2)
in the lower half of the geometri-
cal case Dmax = 65mm(left) and
Dmax = 85mm(right).

(c) Coherent structures based on
the λ2 criterion(λ2 = −5 × 107s−2)
in the third segment of Dmax =
65mm, showing a hairpin vortex on
the top left.

Figure 5.5: Coherent structures based on the λ2 criterion(λ2 = −5 × 107s−2) for
Dmax = 85mm and Dmax = 65mm coloured with turbulent kinetic energy.
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Figure 5.6: Frequency spectrum based on the tangential component of the velocity
at probe point placed in the third segment of the geometry with Dmax = 85mm.
Probe points are located 5mm away from the wall at different circumferential lo-
cations.
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Figure 5.7: Frequency spectrum based on the tangential component of the velocity
at probe point placed in the fifth segment of the geometry with Dmax = 85mm.
Probe points are located 5mm away from the wall at different circumferential lo-
cations.
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Figure 5.8: Frequency spectrum based on the tangential component of the velocity
at probe point placed in the seventh segment of the geometry with Dmax = 85mm.
Probe points are located 5mm away from the wall at different circumferential lo-
cations.
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In Fig.(5.6), (5.7) and (5.8) the frequency spectra based on the tangential com-
ponent of velocity at different probe point locations. The geometrical case of
Dmax = 85mm is being considered, with probe points placed in circumferential
locations in the yz-plane, corresponding to the maximum cross sectional area of an
individual segment. The third, fifth and seventh segments are considered. Moving
clockwise the points are denoted as points (a), (b), (c) and (d). At points (a) and
(c) the z-component (based on the axis shown in Figures (5.6), (5.7) and (5.8))
of velocity is considered. For points (b) and (d) the y-component (based on the
axis shown in Figures (5.6), (5.7) and (5.8)) of velocity is considered. The time
step corresponds to ∆t = 1 × 10−6s which corresponds to a Nyquist frequency of
500kHz. The purpose of looking at these spectrum is to detect if there are certain
frequencies found travelling in the azimuthal and axial direction. Four different
frequencies were identified for all three yz-Planes, which were found for at least
two different probe points within the plane in which the spectrum was extracted
and they were also found on the points in the planes further downstream. These
frequencies were: 3.3Hz, 10.02Hz, 13.3Hz and 16.7Hz. Consider the length scale
based on the length of the sinusoidal cavity 0.12m (denoted as l1), the total length
of the corrugated section in the geometry ∼ 1m (denoted as l2) and the inlet diam-
eter length scale 0.05m (denoted as l3). Three different velocity scales are chosen.
Mean values of the z component of the velocity signal extracted at points (a) to
(d) are taken firstly. Then the four values of the z component are averaged, which
provides one value for each of the three yz-Planes considered. Finally, the mean of
these three values is considered which provides a velocity scale ∼ 0.3m/s (denoted
as U1). Similar procedure can be repeated with the axial component of velocity
which results in a velocity scale ∼ 9m/s (denoted as U2) and the y component of
velocity corresponding to the length scale ∼ 0.64m/s (denoted as U3). The length
scale l1 and velocity scale U1 provide the time scale corresponding to the frequency
value of 3.3Hz. The two frequencies 10.02Hz and 13.3Hz correspond to the time
scale based on the length scale l2 and velocity scale U2. The final frequency of
16.7Hz corresponds to the time scale based on the length scale l3 and velocity scale
U3.

5.3 Flow with particles

Particles were added into the flow field once the flow without particles had converged
statistically. A Lagrangian approach was adopted to undertake the simulation of
the discrete phase. Particles are injected from the inlet of the geometry and are
given the same velocity as the host fluid U0 = 80m/s. The mass flow imposed on
the particles at the inlet is 31.41kg/s. In order to avoid large number of parcels
inside the flow domain, the point inclusion probability functionality of the solver
was used. By specifying a point inclusion probability value, the probability of
whether a particular cell inside the inlet part of the grid is utilised as an injector
can be changed. In our case the value is kept at 0.1, so roughly ten percent of
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the cells in the inlet are used as injectors for particles. In practise one would
be expect a polydisperse multiphase scenario, where particle-particle interactions
are of significance. As a first approximation in these preliminary simulations, a
monodisperse scenario is considered with particles having diameter dp = 900nm
and one way coupling is employed. Particle-particle interactions are not considered
for this study. This means the study only entails pure advection of solid particles,
where particles do not effect the fluid or themselves. The density of the particles
is taken as ρp = 200kg/m3. Consider a characteristic time scale for the flow based
on the inlet velocity and the length scale λ:

tf = λ

U0
= 0.12m

80m/s = 0.015s. (5.1)

If we divide the particle relaxation time with this time scale we obtain a Stokes
number:

Stk = tp
tf

= 3.2344× 10−4. (5.2)

As Stk � 1, it can be assumed that the particles follow the fluid. For this pre-
liminary simulation multiple yz-Planes across the channel were utilised to sample
the particles. These planes were placed across the minimum and maximum cross
sectional areas of the corrugated section of the pipe. Fig.(5.9) and (5.10) show
the parcels sampled at different yz-Planes for both geometrical cases. For both
geometrical cases parcel count appears to have been reduced moving downstream
across the corrugated section. This difference becomes much larger for the case of
Dmax = 85mm when compared to the case of Dmax = 65mm. The exact number
of parcels sampled are summarised in Table (5.1). The results presented are for one
unit of the characteristic time scale based on t = L/U0, where L is the streamwise
length of the entire geometry. In order to reliably validate whether the change in
the cross sectional area of the geometry effects the particle number count entering
and exiting the corrugated section, the simulation needs to be checked for multiple
units of the earlier mentioned characteristic time scale. As the fluid and geometry
wall are effecting the particle motion in these simulations, one possible mechanism
causing reduction in parcel count from the sampling planes can be the recirculation
bubbles found within the sinusoidal cavities. Further analysis however is required to
assess the impact of flow shear-layers and recirculation regions on the distribution
of particles.

x/λ = 0 x/λ = 8 x/λ = 0.5 x/λ = 7.5
geometrical case Dmax = 85mm 1156 64 1183 168
geometrical case Dmax = 65mm 1157 501 1115 520

Table 5.1: Count of parcels sampled on the planes at the extreme ends of the
corrugated section for both geometries.
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Figure 5.9: Particles sampled at different yz-Planes across the channel for Dmax =
85mm.
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Figure 5.10: Particles sampled at different yz-Planes across the channel for Dmax =
65mm.





Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this licentiate thesis a preliminary study has been performed in order to inves-
tigate the evolution of particles across an exhaust line. The application example
chosen was a corrugated geometry utilising the concept of particle agglomeration.
Initially, numerical experiments are performed using a one dimensional approach to
model particles moving under the influence of a pulsatile, laminar and incompress-
ible flow field. This is then followed up by using a DES approach for simulating
a turbulent flow field in a corrugated channel with and without particles. A La-
grangian point force approach is employed to simulate the motion of the particles.
Two different geometries were considered and a uniform inlet flow was imposed. The
limitations of this study are that a non pulsatile flow is considered with a monodis-
pere distribution of particles which are only effected by the fluid and the geometry
walls. In a realistic environment a pulsatile flow with a polydisperse distribution
of particles is expected where particle-particle interactions carry significance.

6.1 Contributions

The main contributions from the study were as follows:

i) Changes were introduced to the 1D model equations proposed by Katoshevski
et al. (2010). An additional grouping criterion was introduced in order to deter-
mine the best possible grouping points. Based on the one dimensional model,
larger segment sizes and larger pulsation frequencies lead to higher chances
of grouping. Larger segments would lead to more pulsations passing through
increasing the likelihood of particles grouping. Furthermore, geometries giving
rise to a smooth (cosine wave) rather than a sharp (sawtooth) acceleration and
deceleration of the flow also gave yielded more grouping points for different
parameters. The idealised modelling of the engine pulses also underestimated
the extent of grouping when compared with an actual engine pulse.
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ii) 3D unsteady simulations of incompressible and non pulsatile flow without par-
ticles showed that with an increased maximum cross sectional area inside the
geometry flow separation was observed with comparatively large recirculation
regions. For the geometry with a smaller maximum cross sectional area, sig-
nificantly thinner recirculation regions were obtained. The mean turbulent
kinetic energy of the fluctuations near the flow separation region was consid-
erably lower than the one obtained for the other geometrical case. Frequency
spectrum for velocity components were taken at different circumferential loca-
tions across three different yz-Planes. Four different frequencies were identified
that repeated across the circumferential points within the yzPlane and moving
further downstream axially to other yz-Planes.

iii) Particles were added to the setup and they were sampled across various planes
in the geometry. A monodisperse setup with one-way coupling was considered.
For both geometries a reduction in the particle count leaving the corrugated
section was observed. This reduction was far larger in the geometrical case of
Dmax = 85mm than the case Dmax = 65mm. As only the flow is effecting the
particles, one possible mechanism for the reduction in particle count can be the
recirculation region in the sinusoidal cavities. These recirculation regions in
the geometrical case of Dmax = 85mm were much larger than that of the case
Dmax = 65mm, which might indicate why a larger reduction was observed
in the geometrical case Dmax = 85mm. It should be noted that only pure
advection of particles has been performed. Particle-particle interactions have
not been considered thus far.

6.2 Future Work

Foremost, flow instabilities for different geometrical set-ups as moving from
smaller to larger Dmax need to be understood. The natural extension of the
uniform inlet flow being imposed at the present setup is to consider a pulsatile
flow scenario which is closer to the realistic conditions. The same methodology
of analysing the pulsatile flow with and without particles will be performed
as future work. Mechanisms affecting the particle in the uniform inlet flow
and pulsatile flow need to be examined closely. The impact of flow shear-
layers and recirculation regions on particle distribution needs to be analysed.
Particle-particle interactions need to be incorporated in a monodisperse as well
as polydisperse scenario for both non pulsatile and pulsatile flows. For the in-
corporation of particle-particle interaction a Discrete Element Method(DEM)
will be considered. Furthermore, the Cunningham correction factor term needs
to be incorporated in the drag force term. For finer particles Brownian mo-
tion needs to be included as well. Finally, with regards to the agglomeration
pipe geometry a more realistic geometry with varying cavity depths as well as
segment lengths will be considered as well, in a pulsatile flow with particles.
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